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Paper recycling in the U.S. is the most successful program of environmental
sustainability. Approximately two thirds of consumed paper products were recycled,
according to the EPA and AF&PA. However, domestic mills only applied one third
of recycled fibers into new products, which is much lower than reported in China
(67%). The domestic recycle mills claimed that outdated facilities, poor recycled fiber
quality and high manufacturing cost are the major issues. They also said that these
recycle mills have been put in a “no-win” position, which threatens the whole
recycling loop eventually. A case study about Chinese recycle mills has been applied
based on field trips, which were performed to discover their strengths in recycle fiber
utilization. INGEDE Deinking Evaluation methods have drawn much attention for
domestic users. A modification was made, which overcame the variances of standards
and apparatuses. Deinking evaluation is the key to deinking processes. Two new
deinking evaluation methods have been introduced, which have shown advantages in
accuracy, speed, optical correlation, and operational convenience. The deinking
evaluation, using near infrared imaging analysis, is able to replace current industrial
standards.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION
As part of green manufacturing, paper recycle contributes an important role to
our environmental sustainability. Recycled fiber accounts for 40 percent of global
paper products [1]. Paper and paperboard recycling is one of most successful
programs on environmental sustainability. American Forest and Paper Association
(AF & PA) claimed that the overall paper and paperboard recovery rate was 66.8
percent in 2011, and 65.1 percent in 2012 [2]. The paper mills that most use postconsumer paper products are one of the major components in the whole recycling
system. Their manufacturing efficiency, cost and profit have significant impact on the
overall success of recycling systems.
A recent argument [3] said that, “recycle mills have been put in a no-win
position as they strive to produce a clean, quality product using poorer quality raw
materials at a higher cost.” This article simply illustrated several reasons to explain
the situation; they were low-grade recycled paper, increased international buying
power, poor mill process capability and techniques, and laggard industry standards.
Further, these mills suffered from market shrinking, digital competition and low
manufacturing efficiency, which were the same issues the whole U.S. paper and
paperboard industry confronted. Obviously, the consequence is dangerous and
unaffordable if the recycling chain is broken. How to properly diagnose this
predicament, and also provide a feasible and comprehensive solution becomes an
interesting topic for the future recycling programs.
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In the contrast, other countries, such as China, achieve tremendous success in
recent years on U.S. waste paper products. The majority investments of pulp and
paper industry have been completed within the developing countries in Asia. Unlike
U.S. mills primarily applying recycled fiber into paperboard, newsprint, and tissue,
these mills in emerging markets have used recycled fibers into all of their paper
products. Nine Dragons, for example, a leading paper manufacturer in China have
applied 90% of recycled paper into their writing and printing paper [4]. It is
interesting to investigate how these mills operate based on the imported scrapes; such
as their fiber recovery processes and facilities, new technologies, and cost will be the
interesting points. Especially, the product quality is one of major investigation areas.
Case study is an important part in this dissertation. Unlike common macro
scale analysis, on-site visiting is instrumental to having first hand information, and
discovering the differences in details. Two recycle paper mills (paperboard and
newsprint) have been visited in China, during the summer of 2012. Their products
have been collected and investigated in Western Michigan University paper
laboratory. These samples have been compared with typical U.S peers. Local policies
and regulations on manufacturing and environmental were discussed. Subsidies and
other incentive policies in China were also mentioned.
Recycled paper and paperboard commonly undergo three processing segments
before inputting to new products; they are collection, sorting and treatment.
Generally, recycle mills concentrate contaminant removal and fiber recovering. The
high quality recycled fibers need to be deinked, so that the deinking is the key process
within a recycled mill. The deinking performance is determined by deinking
evaluation. The deinking evaluation methods are diversified in the paper industry;
such as using optical properties or detecting residual ink, etc. The International
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Association of the Deinking Industry (INGEDE, founded in 1989 [5], Germany)
developed a protocol to evaluate the recyclability of near all printed products in
laboratories. This protocol was adopted by the European Recycled Paper Council in
2008 [6]. INGEDE created a score system to evaluate the printed product
deinkability. Five parameters, including luminosity, CIE a*, two dirt area evaluations
using image analysis; ink elimination, and filtrate darkening (ΔY), are applied within
this system. Meanwhile, the thresholds for these five parameters are defined based on
each paper category (e.g. newsprint, writing and publishing paper). The INGEDE
deinking methods were controversial from the beginning. Weaknesses are found on
its pulping device, flotation duration and steps, etc. [7]. Some of evaluation methods
were found insufficient [8] [9]. For example, the smaller of its two ink speck analyses
(aka 50 µm diameter [10]) cannot be adequately measured with a 600 dpi scanning
resolution [9]. Poor ink elimination measurement on deinked pad samples and the use
of CIE a* are also suspicious as major evaluation items [9]. Until now, INGEDE
methods are still far from as an ideal protocol [7]. The bottom line is that it is still
useful during some deinking evaluation comparisons, such as in this dissertation.
However, the U.S users have found some obstacles when applying INGEDE; such as
the standards, apparatus. Part of this dissertation is to solve this problem.
Optical properties, such as paper brightness and luminosity, are the key
properties of paper products. For recycled paper products, the residual ink
significantly influences the optical properties, or selling price. Three methods are
applied to quantify the residual ink; they are 1) image analysis method including
manual counting. The obtained result is equivalent black area (EBA) with a unit of
mm2/m2, or ppm. 2) Optical reflection method using the Kubelka-Munk equation. It
obtains the values called as effective residual ink concentration (ERIC), with the
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same unit of ppm but there is no direct conversion with the EBA from image analysis
method. 3) Deinking water filtrate darkening (luminosity difference, comparing with
reference water). Each method has advantages and disadvantages. Since the residual
ink size and distribution have no simple correlation with paper optical properties,
each of three methods has to be considered, as INGEDE does.
The TAPPI standards T437, T537, T563 and T568, belong to the image
analysis method. Generally, they apply digital imaging devices (e.g. scanner or
camera) to capture paper sample images; and then apply proper software to isolate ink
specks out of the background (fiber) according to color and luminosity contrast.
There are some constraints for current image analysis methods. First, these methods
focus on visible ink specks (e.g. > 0.02 mm2). Second, some ink specks are
impossible to detect when they are trapped underneath the surface. The subvisible
specks, which significantly influence paper optical properties, cannot be detected
because of the poor contrast. The uneven paper surface at the 100 micron scale also
prevents the possibility of detecting the fine specks via high image resolution [11].
How to isolate the ink specks from the fiber is the key to improving these
methods. Two approaches have been applied during this dissertation. The first is to
rewet the samples because the saturated fiber with water turns white fibers to
translucent [12]. Hence, the trapped ink specks become visible through the entire
thickness of the handsheet. It also gives a chance to increase scanner resolution for
subvisible specks (under 160 µm equivalent [11]). It also eliminates the need for twosided measurements due to the translucence. Another approach is to apply near
infrared light (NIR) to detect dark (black) ink specks. The mechanism behind this
approach is that “a wavelength between 900 and 1200 nm, the reflectance of
newsprint can exceed 90% and is comparable to that of a lignin-free chemical pulp,
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because this wavelength is beyond the influence of lignin’s chromophores.” [13]
Indeed, this is also the fundamental of TAPPI T567 standard, which applies the
Kubelka-Munk [14] equation to calculate ERIC values. Since the current digital
sensor (e.g. CCD) has high sensitivity in the NIR region, it can receive the NIR light
reflecting from the samples. The contrast between dark inks and background is
significantly increased. Further, the fiber along with other light ink and lignin
chromophore form a uniform background on the sensor. It eliminates the influence
from the paper surface unevenness. A prototype of this method has been built and
applied in this study based on a commercial digital camera. According to the
experiment outcomes, this approach obtained sharp ink speck images, and also
eliminated the negative influence from paper surface unevenness. The results had
very good performance on consistency (side and sheet), accuracy and repeatability.
Specifically, it demonstrated good correlation with sample optical properties, which is
the major weakness of current methods. The operational convenience, speed and
extendable capability are additional benefits. The possibility to analyze newsprint was
also discussed in this study, a positive result was found too. In short, the NIR image
analysis method has potential to replace current TAPPI T563 standard.
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CHAPTER II

LITERATURE REVIEW
Paper recycling in the U.S.
Green manufacturing, sustainable environment and environmental protection
have been well promoted in the past several decades. Governments, communities,
schools and individuals have been largely involved to protect local environments. A
comprehensive and convenient waste management program has been established.
Paper and paperboard recycling is the most successful program on environmental
sustainability. In 2010, 62 percent of paper used in U.S. was recovered for recycling,
according to the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) latest release. Specifically,
85% corrugated containers and 72% of newspaper consumed were recovered in 2010
[15]. American Forest and Paper Association (AF & PA) claims that the overall 2011
recycle rate has hit a historical high, or 66.8 percent, which is double the rate in 1990,
(33.5 percent), also see Figure 1[2]. With the continuously increasing environmental
protection awareness and education, there is no doubt that the goal of exceeding 70
percent by 2020 will be reached, according to AF&PA.
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Figure 1: Paper consumption and recovery in U.S., from 1990 to 2012 [2].
The majority of recovered paper includes old corrugated container (OCC), old
new paper (ONP), coated groundwood sections (CGS), old magazine (OMG) and
sorted office paper (SOP). The official organization of all recycling materials in the
U.S., Institute of Scrap Recycling Industries, Inc. (ISRI), defines as many as 52 kinds
of paper scrap categories [16]. Approximately 51.1 million tons of consumed paper
have been recovered in 2012, or 65.1% overall paper consumption. If converting into
market value, those scraps were worth $8.4 billion. 59% were remanufactured into
various paper products, and 41% were exported to China and 91 other nations. For
example, U.S is the largest recycled fiber provider to China. The total exported
wastes and scraps (including metal, plastic, etc.) are second largest trading category
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between U.S and China in 2012, according to US Census Bureau [17]. Figure 2
illustrates where the recovered paper went in 2012 [2]. It was clear that we didn’t use
the recycled paper as much as we collected.

Figure 2: Where the recovered paper goes in U.S., 2012 [3].
Figure 3 illustrates how three major types of pulp, mechanical, chemical and
recycled, are applied worldwide (Note: these data are not obtained directly from the
database provider) [3]. Asia Pacific is the largest paper-manufacturing region, and it
is also the largest recycled paper user. Huge market demand and lack of virgin wood
pulp (e.g. China, India) are the primary reasons. Hence, some of these mills are
heavily relying on recycled fiber. For example, Chinese paper manufacturers used as
high as 63% recovered fiber in 2010 [18]. It means that Chinese mills have applied
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the recycled fiber in nearly all types of paper products. Furthermore, the fiber sources
also impact their preferences on facility and technology, such as deinking plants, nonfiber contents, etc. Meanwhile, the U.S mills only applied around 37% recycled fiber
[19]. Considering the heavy investments in Asia Pacific in the past decade, it is
interesting to discover how they performed on the recycled paper. Importantly, this
will provide useful information to the domestic mills so that they can have better
views in the future.
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Figure 3: Pulp used by paper machines and region, 2011 (Source: FisherSolve [1]).
Advantages in emerging paper markets
In the past decade, a total of 537 new paper machine lines (without tissue)
were installed in the Asia Pacific region. The best performer, China, installed 431
lines. In contrast, North America (non Mexico) has installed only 9 lines (excluding
tissue). Compared to the thirty-five year average technical age of North American
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paper machine lines, Asia Pacific machines are only 20 years old. Specifically, the
average machines age in China is only 15 years, which reflects most of the new
machines located in China, see Figure 4 [20]. Most of these machines are designed to
work with recycled paper. The native defects of recycled fiber include short fiber
length, mixed fiber types, and contaminants. The large amount of recycled fiber
content requires effective cleaning and deinking technologies. Their product quality is
interesting, because they will reflect the performance of their facilities and
technologies. A product comparison between U.S and China is expected.

Figure 4: Global paper machine distribution (Source: RISI Global Mill Database).
The small and micro mills are still the major player within the Chinese paper
industry [18]. However, only some famous mills have been well known by U.S
companies. Thus, it is necessary to discover these small mills’ performance.
The pulp and paper industry is correlated with other manufacturing sections,
especially for packaging. The booming paper industry in China is related to U.S
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manufacturing outsourcing. Generally, the net paper export is very small comparing
with the domestic market, whether in U.S or China. However, it is not hard to find
anti-dumping disputes on imported Chinese paper products; e.g. coated paper [21].
Although it is well known that China has low labor cost, some scholars regarded it as
minor factor [22]. The low cost has been suspicious by many international
organizations and peers, regardless of their low fiber cost and high efficiency
machines. In addition, insufficient environmental expense, export subsidy and tax
incentives have been considered as unfair trading competition. The author expected to
discover some details during the field trip.
Overall, the author wishes the study would provide some useful information to
U.S. recycled mills and administration. The recovered fiber is a treasure no doubt.
How to effectively reuse them, and eliminate the no-win situation will maintain the
sustainability of paper recycling.
Deinking process and challenges
Contaminants
Except for the fiber, all other components in recycled paper can be considered
as contaminants. By convenience, coatings, adhesives, wet-strength resins and
printing inks are regarded as major contaminants to separate from recovered fiber [7].
A series of treatments have been developed in order to remove these contaminants
effectively. Chemical reactions (surfactant, bleaching) and mechanical forces
(screening, washing and flotation) are most applied during the deinking. Strictly,
deinking processes only conduct ink removal, however, it also refers to contaminants
removal under some circumstances. No single deinking method can remove all of
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contaminants, because of the paper/fiber nature and endless new formulations of
coatings, adhesives and inks. In this dissertation, only stickies and inks are discussed.
Stickies
Stickies are adhesive substances accompanying fibers, which negatively
influence paper production and conversion through deposits, even breaking sheets
[23]. Stickies include many substances found within recycled paper, broke and even
virgin pulp. Adhesives, coating and hot melt polymer, dispersions, binders and resins
in waste are most commonly seen in recycled paper products. Based on their particle
sizes, stickies are divided into macrostickies and microstickies approximately at 0.15
mm [23]. Today, stickies still cannot be removed in a single treatment; integrated
systems are employed in manufacturing. It includes partial or all of the following
steps; they are dispersion, screening, cleaning, chemicals, flotation, microflotation,
membrane filtration and water management. Generally, macrostickies are removed
through screening, cleaning and flotation. Microstickies are treated in water
processes, according to their chemical-physical separations. Chemical additives are
usually employed to optimize the microstickies separations.
Quantifying the stickies is difficult, due to the natural complexity and
diversity. Image analysis has been adopted for stickies measurements. For example,
the stickies dye method has been found useful when used with hydrophobic plastics
and adhesives. Other approaches, such as melting stickies on paper samples by
heating before analysis [24].
Influence of printing and inks
The deinkability of recycled paper depends on paper grade and age, ink
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properties and amount, and printing processes [7]. Printing techniques are divided
into conventional (impact) and digital (non-impact). Conventional printing includes
offset, flexography, gravure and screen; digital printing refers to inkjet,
electrophotography (laser), thermography and other digital methods. Conventional
printing still dominates the overall printing industry. In the U.S., solvent-based offset
is the primary process for newsprint, coated and uncoated paper for magazines and
catalogues and some packaging products. Water-based flexography is commonly
applied on packaging materials, especially on board and flexible packaging products.
Ink is the major target for the deinking process, as its name indicates. Briefly,
ink is composed of colorant (pigment or dye), vehicles or binders, and other additives
[25]. Each printing method has a large ink database varying from components and ink
setting mechanisms. The differences indicate that no universal deinking process can
remove all of inks at once. For example, long setting time inks are easier to remove
than those quick dry inks (energy cured). However, heat set offset printed coated
paper has high deinking during flotation, due to a relatively rigid ink film [26].
“Summer effect” causes difficulty on cold set offset newspaper, which regularly used
to be an easy job [27]. Water based flexography inks are very difficult to deink,
because the fine pigments cannot be removed by flotation. The hydrophilic property
is another reason. [28]. Digital paper is basically made by high quality and wood free
fiber, which only accounts small portion of recovered paper currently. The situation
will change along with that market expanding. Inkjet inks are water based, which
results in the same deinking issues as water based flexography does, and are therefore
become less favored by the recycled mills. Xerographic and laser inks contain
colorant pigments (e.g. carbon black) and thermoplastics. Their deinking process has
to employ extra special facilities and deinking steps [29].
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The current deinkability of various type prints by the flotation process is
illustrated in Figure 5 [30]. The ink vehicle type, ink particle size and ink setting
mechanism are three factors, which influence deinking performance. Conventional
printing is easy to deink under current deinking processes, because they mainly apply
solvent-based inks. The surfactants are able to detach the ink from fiber and remain in
the dispersion. The ink speck particle size is suitable for removing by the flotation.
UV ink forms a relative tough ink film during drying. The ink film forms a relative
large ink particle, which is not easily floated, or cannot be removed. In addition, the
applications of hybrid printing and spot colors are further increasing the ink diversity
of the recycled paper, or deinking difficulty. With so many combinations, it is
virtually impossible to establish an ink library for deinking plants.

Figure 5: Deinkability of various types of print in a flotation deinking plant. Light
shaded area means good deinkability, whereas poor deinkability is
associated with dark area.
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General deinking process
The purpose of deinking processes is to remove all of contaminants and
recover most of the fiber. The fiber optical and mechanical properties are expected to
match the requirements of final products. Although each recycled mill has a unique
layout due to the fiber source and final products, they have several unit operations in
common; which include pulping, screening, cleaning, washing and/or flotation,
dispersion, bleaching, effluent treatment and sludge disposal [7]. Pulping is to break
down the recycled paper. Cleaning and screening are to remove large contaminants.
Flotation assumes that ink particles are collected and wrapped in froth. And then, a
scraper is applied to remove the froth. Schwartz has described a basic two-loop layout
for a newsprint deinking plant and improved paper grades, see Figure 6. However,
many old NA newsprint mills have only one loop.

Figure 6: Basic layout of a deinking plant for newsprint and improved paper grades
[31]. HC & LC mean High and low consistency; HW & LW mean heavy
and low weight; oxi & red mean oxidative and reductive
Deinking by washing dominated the NA market several decades ago, but it
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has been converted to flotation, considering of water consumption and deinking
efficiency. McCool and Silveri have described the removal efficiency versus particle
size [32]. They claimed that the large particles (approx. 100-300 µm) are generally
removed by screening and cleaning; the smaller particles depend on flotation and
washing. Moss revised the plot ten years later [33], see Figure 7. Repulping
consistency is divided into low consistency (4-8%) and high consistency (12-20%).
High consistency has increased gradually in recent years, due to energy and
chemicals savings. The choice of consistency also depends on repulping facilities.

Figure 7: Particle size impacts ink removal efficiency during deinking [33].
Deinking chemistry
Deinking chemicals combine with mechanical force to detach contaminants
from fibers. The common chemicals include sodium hydroxide, sodium carbonate,
sodium silicates, soaps of fatty acids and other dispersants and surfactants. Hydrogen
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peroxide is one of the bleaching chemicals. All of these chemicals provide one or
multiple functions during processing. For instance, sodium hydroxide not only swells
the fibers, but also detaches the inks from the fibers and prevents inks redeposition.
Fatty acids and surfactants modify the contaminants and fibers surface affinity before
flotation. Woodward and Lévesque have discussed the function of these chemicals
[34].
Pulping is usually processed in alkaline conditions (pH 9-11) because ink
dispersions tend to be stabilized by the chemical and reaction products [7]. Neutral or
near-neutral has been developed to overcome some drawbacks of alkaline deinking
[35]. For example, the swelling degree of mixed office fibers is not sensitive to pH
when an aqueous solution has weak ionic strength [36].
Enzyme has been applied in paper deinking. The current products are not as
effective as conventional chemicals. They are very sensitive to pH and temperature
that also limit their applications. However, they are expected to continually increase
for enhancing deinking of wood-free and wood-containing paper grades [37] [38].
Finally, the use of chemicals have been considered with raw materials, temperature,
consistency, bleaching and deinking facilities [7].
Deinking evaluation methods
To evaluate the deinking performance, fiber recovery rate, overall unit cost,
fiber cleanness and shade are the four major indices. The first two are associated with
economics. The other two refer to the recycled fiber properties, which are discussed
in this section. Cleanness is associated with contaminant removals, and shade refers
to fiber optical properties (brightness and color) after ink removal and bleaching. As
mentioned in the introduction, image analysis and optical reflectance are commonly
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applied. The test samples have used handsheets or pads, which vary by basis weight.
Handsheets are normally prepared by a handsheet mold machine (e.g. T205 and
T272); while pads are formed via a Büchner funnel (e.g. T218). Haynes has
summarized the advantages and disadvantages between handsheets and pads [39]. For
example, Pads of 3-4 gram from a Büchner funnel provide more precise total ink
content than those on handsheets (1.2 gram) from a handsheet former. However, the
ERIC method cannot precisely measure the pad and thick handsheet samples, because
of the opacity restriction (less than 95% at 950 nm) [40]. In addition, the thick stock
could trap some ink specks, which are impossible to find by instruments. It also
prevents one-side measurements that the author likes. Until now, the choice of
handsheet and pad also depends on the users’ preferences and the products.
Image Analysis Method
The early dirt count (1930’s) was completed by naked eye examination with a
reference chart; such as dirt estimation chart of TAPPI T437 in Figure 8. This visual
method examines equivalent black area (EBA) based on the smallest dirt area of 0.04
mm2 and over. Apparently, this inspection is not a convenient method, and it is also
subjective, because of the inspector influence. The big drawback is that it neglects
some visible and sub-visible ink specks that significantly influence the paper optical
properties, e.g. paper brightness.
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Figure 8: TAPPI dirt estimation chart.
Image analysis technologies have increased the dirt counting efficiency and
flexibility since the 1980’s. Jordan et al. have given several papers and finally
establish the standards of T563 and T568 [41]. T563 applies a scanner or camera, and
software to calculate the ratio between ink speck area and overall inspection area. The
physical area range is from 0.02 to 3.0 mm2. The result is named as equivalent back
area (EBA), and reported in parts per millions (same as T437). It requires
complicated calibration procedures and two-side measurements. Since the relatively
large differences found on each sample and each side (poor consistency), it requires a
large number of specimens to obtain fair precision. The key of image analysis
evaluation is how it can isolate the ink specks out of fiber. The contrast between ink
and fiber is essential. For example, the minimum ink specks area (0.02 or 0.04 mm2)
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is limited by the contrast because smaller dirt are required high contrast than a large
one, see Figure 9 [42]. In addition, the image resolution, mathematics of area
definition, speck specification and threshold setting influence the final results during
the calculations. How to increase the contrast between ink specks and fibers is the top
barrier. The poor relation with paper optical properties, such as paper brightness and
luminosity, is also a major drawback because it misses the sub-visible ink [40].

Figure 9: Detection limit of automatic dirt counting [42].
T568 provides extra information of subvisible residual inks (diameter >8 µm
equivalent) over T563, which detects only visible ink specks. T568 applies a high
definition CCD camera to detect a small area (e.g. field of view 0.1 cm2). There are
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several concerns basing on this method’s description. First, the CCD resolution
should be at least 8000 dpi (1:1 image and use 4 pixels to describe a speck with
equivalent diameter of 8 microns), which is impossible with current technology.
Without improving contrast between ink and fiber, it is unlikely to obtain accurate
raw data under visible light, but noise. The smaller area definitely is another
deficiency.
Optical Reflectance Method
In 1994, Jordan and Popson introduced a new method for ink speck detection
based on Kubelka-Munk theory [13] [14]. Two reflectance values from deinked (DP)
and undeinked (UP) samples by using of near infrared light are measured. The
reasons of using infrared light are; 1) the reflectance gap between printed and
unprinted sample is significant, or gives high precision readings; 2) lignin
chromophores have minor or no influence between wavelength 900-1200 nm. T567
uses 950 nm wavelength at d/0° condition. Two kinds of reflectance values are taken,
R0 and R∞. R0 is taken on single handsheet backing with black cavity. Single sheets
must have low enough opacity, e.g. less than 97% at 950 nm in T567. R∞ is measured
on a stack of paper sheets, or single pad (no light strike through). Further, R0 and R∞
are taken into Equation 1.
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R∞ '
$

Equation 1

Absorption coefficient, K, is expressed a function of S by using KubelkaMunk equation, see Equation 2. K of recycled paper includes two parts, Kpaper and Kink.
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Thus, K is regarded as a direct index of ink influence. Black ink is defined with a
absorption coefficient of 10,000 m2/Kg [43]. It’s very useful to treat it as default
value and then compare with K obtained from recycled paper samples. Their ratio
between Kpaper and Kink is defined as effective residual ink concentration (ERIC), with
a unit of ppm; see Equation 3. Obviously, ERIC is a related to those EBA from the
image analysis method, but no direct conversion to it. In addition, an ink elimination
rate (IE) is introduced which provides a convenient processing parameter. The ERIC
from unprinted sample (unpr) is applied for error control; see Equation 4.
K =s

(1− R∞ )2
2R∞

Equation 2

(

ERIC = K sheet

K ink

)10

6

Equation 3
IE% =

ERICUP − ERICDP
×100%
ERICUP − ERICunpr

Equation 4
This method well explains the phenomenon that, high reflectance pulp
suffered much more brightness loss than a newsprint when mixed with the same size
and concentration of carbon black [44]. It also explains that the subvisible ink
particles have stronger impact on paper luminosity than its appearance. Specially, it
offers a great convenience for quick measurements. Online ERIC devices have been
reported in deinking plants. They have become the primary evaluation method in
many mills [7].
However, other researchers and users have opposite views on this evaluation.
Vahey et al. discussed several weaknesses of this method. For example, poor results
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are obtained when R∞ and R0 values are close. They also found low reproducibility on
some samples, and lost position consistency when measuring both sides [45]. For pad
samples, sample scattering coefficients have to be assumed as constant because of
lack of R0. However, Korkko et al. found that fillers significantly influence the
scattering coefficients. Large ERIC errors are found when applying constant S values.
Some users also encounter meaningless values [9]. The intrinsic error (for high
absorption coefficient) of Kubelka-Munk theory is another factor [46]. Hence, one
instrument provider said that, the interpretations of ERIC are not uniform among all
users [47].
Filtrate darkening
This method is used to monitor the small ink particles mixed in the filtrate
water. The collected filtrate is further passed through a membrane filter. The residual
ink darkens the membrane filter. Another membrane filter is then prepared with the
same method but using tap water. The luminosity differences (or ΔY) from both
membrane filters (dried) are compared. It gives on-time processing data during the
deinked pulp manufacturing. It also provides the deinking evaluation indirectly. Since
they are processing data, it is very hard to imitate in a laboratory. The filtrate from
Büchner funnel (preparing deinked pad, after flotation) is applied as filtrate water in
INGEDE Method 2 (Section 4.1.1). However, a totally different description is found
that filtrate should be taken before flotation [48]. Since the INGEDE Method 2 is
newly released on 2011 [5]; all of filtrates in the following experiments are acquired
after flotation.
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INGEDE methods
INGEDE (International Association of the Deinking Industry) methods have
drawn much attention in recent years by providing a universal laboratory deinking
assessment system (deinkability score). INGEDE Method 1 and 2 define the sample
preparations and evaluations. Method 11p defines the universal deinking process
(Figure 10).

Figure 10: Flow chart of INGEDE Method 11 [10].
Five parameters are applied to evaluate the print product deinkability; they are
luminosity (Y), two types of dirt area (A), CIE a*, ink elimination (IE) and
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discoloration of filtrate (ΔY, compare with tap water). The first two parameters are
associated with recycled fibers brightness and cleanness. CIE a* is used to monitor
fiber shade because red discoloration is considered more critical than CIE b* [30].
The last two parameters are giving information during deinking process. Each of five
parameters is weighted basing on the importance. The total score is 100; see Table 1.
Each parameter has its pre-defined threshold range according to paper type. Table 2
lists these parameters’ threshold for recycled publication grade paper. However, the
recycled paper will be considered as undeinkable product if any parameter was out of
the range [30]. Due to the complexity of recycled paper sources, INGEDE has
established threshold ranges for other print products, such as newsprint, uncoated
offset magazines and flyers, and so on. The details are not mentioned in this
dissertation.
Table 1: Evaluation according to the deinkability scores.
Score: points

Evaluation of deinkability

71 to 100

Good

51 to 70

Fair

0 to 50

Poor

Negative (failed to meet at least one threshold)

Undeinkable

Table 2: Deinking parameters’ threshold and maximum score.
Parameter

Y

CIE a*

Point
Lower

47

Upper
Max. Score

35

A

IE

ΔY

ppm

%

Point

-3.0

Total

40

2.0

2,000

20

25

18
10

10

100
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It is said that a laboratory protocol will never imitate exactly industrial
practices, INGEDE methods are not different [7]. INGEDE methods have many
criticisms; such as the type of pulping equipment (no thermal control), duration of
pulping and flotation. My experiment also found it had a defect for smaller dirt area
(A) measurements. According to INGEDE Method 11p, a scanner set to 600dpi
resolution is employed. Hence the single pixel size is 0.00179 mm2 (in square). While
the smaller area A50 (equivalent to 50 µm) has area size of only 0.00196 mm2; it is
impossible to obtain accurate values with such combinations [49]. In addition, the
threshold range for CIE a* is not properly specified [9]. For many of unprinted
samples CIE a* values are already out of the range. Importantly, data presented
elsewhere indicate the observers’ perceptions of white paper are more influenced by
b*, not a* [50]. CIE b* is highly associated with paper brightness and luminosity,
thus using CIE a* as a primary deinking parameter is not convincing. Using 700 nm
wavelength instead of recommended 950nm [13] during IE measurement is not
properly posed, since 700 nm is too near to visible. Not only black, but cyan color
will also impact on the data collection at 700 nm [48]. 700 nm light has poor
performance to detect dark ink (especial on newsprint), compared with 950nm light.
Although INGEDE deinkability evaluation is not perfect, the bottom line is
that it is still good for comparisons purposes. Indeed, WMU laboratory has been able
to produce good agreement with INDEGE for some grades of printed products [51].
New deinking evaluation approaches via image analysis
Rosenberger et al. have introduced a new approach measuring macro stickies
by rewetting samples and using image analysis [12]. The method is based on a
physical phenomenon when samples are wet; white fibers of conventional filter paper
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turn translucent and unbleached kraft fibers in OCC turn dark brown. With the proper
background and transmitted light, the stickies and wax present high contrast with
fibers. Hence, it’s convenient to quantify these macro stickies with image analysis
processes. Similarly, saturated white fiber in handsheets with water turn fiber
translucent, which significantly improves the contrast between ink and fiber. This
phenomenon eventually improves the analysis accuracy and speed. Figure 11
illustrates the images of a specimen obtained from a reflective scanner in dry and wet
condition, respectively. This is the first approach to improve the current image
analysis based evaluation.

Figure 11: Comparison between dry and wet deinked sample.
Apparently, the wet image gives more ink speck information than the dry one.
Meanwhile, the fiber texture is significantly reduced so that it provides an even
background. The even background helps software to identify ink and fiber. Rewetted
samples basically remove all drawbacks found in dry ones, including wrinkles. It will
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allow the user to increase the scanning resolution. The paper surfaces are far less
uniform under micro scale [11]. Higher resolution scanning images of dry samples
yield high errors rather than signals. Rewetted specimens do not need two-side
measurements because the translucence gives information from both sides. Unlike the
T563 that requires complex calibration, this method just needs to maintain the
scanner in acceptable stable condition (e.g. a tolerance of 5%). Sample basis weight
can contribute to EBA variances; it’s necessary to discuss their effects too. Hence, an
experiment is designed to explore the advantage of the evaluation based on wet image
analysis. The optimized parameter windows, including condition, resolution, basis
weight and minimum speck area, will be studied.
The other approach is based on the mechanism of ERIC analysis: the
absorptivity of inks has high sensitivity at near infrared light range (NIR) in Figure
12. It also eliminate the influence from lignin chromophores and dyes [13].
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Figure 12: Measured reflectance spectra (R∞) curves of hand sheets made from one
newsprint furnish with and without offset ink [13].
Fortunately, all of digital camera sensors (CCD and CMOS) are sensitive in
near infrared light region (up to 1000 nm) [52]. Thus, a camera, which can receive a
specific band of NIR light, can be applied to capture high contrast ink speck images.
The fiber and other small amounts of light inks reflect all of incident NIR light, which
create a uniform background (similar to wet image analysis method). The ideal sensor
should only accept this specific band light, e.g. and black white sensor. However, this
experiment is just an initial stage of the brand new idea. It is better to manage
investment and outcome in considering accessibility, image size, and overall cost. An
alternative imaging method is applied, which uses a commercial digital camera.
Camera manufacturers generally install an IR cut-off (blocking) filter in front of the
sensor because photographers only care about visible light, see Figure 13. By
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removing this cut-off filter, the camera will accept the NIR light again. In addition,
three micro-filter on the sensor representing red, green and blue colors are applied to
describe visible light. These filters will impact the incoming NIR transmission so that
their performance will be evaluated.

Figure 13: A scheme of common commercial digital SLR camera (From Canon).
A band-pass filter will be applied to regulating the specific NIR light reflected
from the sample. The band filter needs to be determined in considering the sensitivity,
operation and performance. Using 950 nm matches the statement of the ERIC
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method; however, the intensity of this light is close to the upper limit of the image
sensor. The extended exposure time is expected to offset the weak light intensity,
which might generate more noise on the sensor. A screening study has been
performed to seek alternate wavelengths for noise control and operational
convenience (e.g. shutter speed). Six NIR wavelengths were investigated; these were
720 nm, 760 nm, 800 nm, 840 nm, 900 nm, and 950 nm. Ten printed samples,
including offset, gravure, flexography and digital, were applied. Each sample has
cyan (C), magenta (M), yellow (Y), and black (B) solid color patches. Four mixed
color patches were also applied; see Figure 14.

Figure 14: Color patches for NIR reflection study.
All of color patches, plus base paper, have been measured using the above
NIR lights to obtain reflection curves. After comparing these curves, 840 nm light is
selected because it has very close behaviors to 950 nm; in Figure 15.
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Figure 15: 840 nm and 950 nm band pass filter behaviors on various types of printed
samples.
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Wet image analysis presents the possibility of one side only measurement. A
similar phenomenon is found on NIR images by using the 840 nm band pass filter.
For instance, an image of 45 GSM newspaper is shown for this method in Figure 16.
The types from the opposite side are detected. The image quality and contrast are
enough for ink specks analysis purposes. This study will discuss the feasibility of one
side measurement via the NIR imaging method.

Figure 16: An image of newspaper (45 GSM) is seen with a NIR camera.
In addition, the camera has advantages over scanner type imaging devices,
e.g. the camera is much faster than a scanner. For example, a camera can take a
picture in less than 1/30 second; the scanner needs about 3-5 seconds for an image of
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600 dpi, and 10-20 seconds for a 1200 dpi one. Further, the camera has many
opportunities for combining with other devices, e.g. automatic imaging instruments.
Ink elimination rate via image analysis
Ink elimination rate (IE) in the INGEDE method provides a deinking process
parameter. This parameter has advantages that the concept is much easier to accept,
comparing with EBA values. It will be convenient for operators and researchers to
monitor process efficiency. IE rate is able to establish the correlation between
deinking and optical properties. The IE rate can also be described by using EBA
values from image analysis based on deinking evaluation, named as IEEBA. The only
difference is that the unprinted sample is no longer required, which is used to reduce
the fiber influence [9] during ERIC ink elimination calculation; see Equation 5.
EBAUP and EBADP refer to the EBA value obtained from undeinked and deinked
samples, respectively.
IE% =

EBAUP − EBADP
×100%
EBAUP

Equation 5
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CHAPTER III

STATEMENT OF PROBLEMS AND OBJECTIVES
The Pulp and paper industry in N.A. has slid significantly along with other
manufacturing sectors. The situation gives negative impact on our success with paper
recycling programs, and causes U.S. recycle mills to fall into a “no-win” position [3].
China has achieved tremendous success with recycled paper. By discovering their
success, we expected to provide references to U.S. peers. In addition to the public
information at the industrial level, a case study will be instrumental to unveiling the
performance details for a specific recycled mill. Two mills in China, which mainly
apply recycled paper, have been studied. The major interests of this case study focus
on their technologies and facilities. Meanwhile, their product quality will be
compared with those from U.S. mills in order to characterize the performance. Since
Chinese environmental regulations and subsidies have been argued to be important,
they will be discussed in this study.
INGEDE deinking methods have drawn much attention when they were
introduced into the U.S. However, many domestic users found inconveniences when
applying these methods. Some are related to apparatuses, e.g. vacuum dryer. The
applied standards are also different, e.g. brightness and ERIC. A laboratory study on
office wastes has been applied to discuss these inconveniences. The INGEDE
deinkability evaluation has some controversial statements and methods; such as the
EBA image analysis, CIE a* parameter, and its parameters threshold ranges.
Image analysis based deinking evaluation is still applied by many mills and
researchers regardless of its weaknesses. How to increase the method accuracy and
efficiency is desired. Two new approaches are studied in this dissertation. The first
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approach applies a wet imaging method, which targets bleached recycled pulp. The
second approach employs infrared imaging technology to detect the ink specks. Both
methods are expected to overcome the current technical limitations; such as ink speck
size, and correlation with optical properties. The performance of new approaches will
be compared with ERIC method, and optical properties. An ink elimination basing on
image analysis is interesting, so that it will be discussed in this dissertation.
There are total five objectives are defined in this dissertation; they are:
1. Investigation two recycled mills in China.
2. Assessments of recycled paper products between US and China.
3. Modify INGEDE method for domestic users, and discuss the advantages and
disadvantages.
4. Deinking evaluation based on wet image analysis.
5. Deinking evaluation based on NIR narrow band image analysis.
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CHAPTER IV

EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN
Recycled paper mills in China
A field trip was scheduled during the summer of 2012. Two mills were
investigated. One is large size newsprint mill, and the other is a medium size mill
making paperboard. The field trip was to study the advantages of Chinese recycled
paper mills. A questionnaire for this trip was defined with five categories; see Table
3. Some interests of this questionnaire could not be obtained, due to credential
reasons. The data from other sources will be cited in this study; such as industrial
publications, media, listed company annual reports and government documents.
Table 3: The investigation questionnaire designed for recycled mills in China.
Categories

Components

Mill information

Scale, employee, turnover, productivity

Facilities

Age, integrated, sorting, deinking, paper machine

Final products

Products categories and productivity

Recycle fiber sources

Domestic, imported, virgin, recycled segments

Deinking technologies

Age, suppliers, layout

R&D

R&D input and output, capability

Cost analysis

Direct unit, raw materials, labor, energy

Effluent treatments

Regulation, cost

Subsidies

Export duty refund, tax, interests and others

The products quality made by recycled paper is interesting. Samples from
these Chinese mills were studied, which concentrates on furnish, fiber, optical,
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lightfastness, surface and mechanical properties. Meanwhile, the comparable products
from U.S. recycled paper mills were studied, and compared with those from China.
All of tests were performed in the Western Michigan University paper laboratory.
INGEDE methods application, modification and evaluation
A Hobart pulper, which has good capability to pulp high consistency fibers, is
recommended by INGEDE Method 11. However, it lacks of thermal control while
temperature is well known key parameter of pulping [53]. A micro-Maelstrom
laboratory pulper from Formax was introduced in this study. In addition, the image
analysis evaluation from INGEDE (see Page 21) has been replaced with Verity IA
Light and Dark Dirt v3.4 software (IGT).
For feasibility studies, toned printed office recycled paper was applied in our
laboratory. Two batches of dry toner printed office paper wastes (Hammermill IP,
20lbs, brightness 92%) were pulped via two pulpers separately, named as M1 and H1,
M2 and H2. These two batches of waste have different ash content ratios which are
23.6% and 18.0%, respectively; according to TAPPI T211 standard (500 °C).
Sufficient flotation (30 minute, compared with regular 12-15 minutes) guarantees the
optimal deinking quality. Handsheets (1.2g OD) and pads (4.0g OD) were prepared to
discover their performance individually.
Deinking evaluations via wet image analysis
Wet specimen image analysis is to overcome the weakness of dry ones and
increase analysis accuracy and efficiency [54]. Thus, both wet and dry evaluations are
performed. General office waste and newsprint are considered in this study following
the procedure of INGEDE Method 11p. Two scanning resolutions, 600 and 1200 dpi,
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were applied to discover the wet analysis capability. Color mode replaces the gray
mode to obtain extra image information. Basis weight and minimum speck size are
interesting, because they influence the final evaluations; see Table 4. The image
analysis results will be correlated with paper optical properties to discover the
potential inherent relations.
Table 4: Experimental design for wet image analysis.
Factor

Scale

Paper condition

Dry, wet

Basis weight, OD

45, 52, 63 ± 1.5 GSM

Scanning resolution

600 and 1200 dpi

Minimum speck area

0.01, 0.02, and 0.04 mm2

Deinking evaluations via NIR narrow band image analysis
Two types of paper were studied. One is monochrome laser printed office
paper (Hammermill IP), the other is offset printed virgin newsprint paper (Boise).
These samples were deinked according to INGEDE method 11p in the Western
Michigan University Pulping laboratory. Three types of handsheet were made, which
were deinked (DP), undeinked (UP) and unprinted (unpr). The basis weight of
handsheets impacts the deinking evaluation based on scanned images [54]. However,
the purpose of multiple basis weights in this experiment was to discover the NIR
visibility. Hence, three basis weight handsheets were prepared for each type of
handsheets; such as 45, 50 and 60 GSM for office paper; and 40, 45, 50 GSM for
newsprint. The sample names was defined by pulp type and basis weight in this
paper, such as DP45 refers to a handsheet made of deinked pulp with 45 GSM basis
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weight. Ten sheets were made for each type of sheets (DP, UP, unpr) and each basis
weight, or 180 handsheets in total. To eliminate the uneven sheet edges, all of
handsheets were trimmed by a punch.
A Canon T3i DSLR was employed based on cost, accessibility, operation and
image quality. The camera had the hot filter (or IR block filter) removed in front of its
image sensor (CMOS, 3456 × 5184 pixels), producing a full spectrum camera. An
840 (± 10) nm bandpass filter from Edmund Optics was mounted on a Canon 40mm
prime lens. Four incandescent lights were projected on samples to obtain even and
sufficient intensity. A tripod was applied. All of paper samples were taken from both
sides at the same light condition, aperture and shutter speed. The image files were not
compressed, with a resolution of approximate 770 dpi. Each handsheet is also
scanned at 600 and 1200 dpi, and both sides. All images were taken in color mode.
The experimental design table is illustrated in Table 5.
Table 5: Experimental design for NIR narrow band image analysis.
Imaging method

Visible (scanner), NIR (camera)

Basis weight, OD

45, 50, 60 GSM (office), and 40, 45, 50 GSM (newsprint)

Scanning resolution

600 dpi and 1200 dpi

Min. specks area

According to the imaging method performance

Applied laboratory instruments
Pulper: KitchenAid Pro 5 and micro-Maelstrom (Formax)
Voith laboratory floatation cell
Noram press
Handsheet maker, British pulp evaluator
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Epson Perfection V750 Pro scanner
JAZ spectrometer (Ocean Optics) for ERIC
Technidyne BrightiMeter Micro S-5
Technidyne integrated instruments (opacity, thickness)
Instron tensile integrated device
Pulmac zero span
Teledyne Taber stiffness 150-D
OpTest Fiber quality analyzer
Yellow Springs Conductance meter Model 32
Corning pH meter 340
Messmer Park Surf Print
X-Rite EyeOne colorimeter
Sunset CPS exposure chamber
Canon T3i digital camera
Edmund Optics 840nm band pass filter
Applied test standards
T205 and T272: Hand sheets (1.2g OD) and pads (4g OD), with hand sheet
machines.
T211: Ash in wood, pulp, paper and paperboard: combustion at 525°C.
T231: Zero-span breaking strength of pulp.
T252: pH and electrical conductivity of hot water extracts of pulp, paper, and
paperboard.
T402: Standard conditioning and testing atmospheres.
T425: Opacity of paper (15/d geometry, illuminant A/2°, 89% reflectance
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backing).
T437: Dirt in paper and paperboard
T452: Brightness of pulp, paper, and paperboard (illuminant C/2°, directional
reflectance at 457nm).
T494: Tensile properties of paper and paperboard
T524: Luminosity (Y, 557nm), and CIE L*a* b* (45/0).
T567: Effective residual ink concentration (ERIC) (950 nm).
Schedule
Gantt chart in Table 6 is the schedule for this dissertation.
Table 6: Dissertation schedule
09/11 11/11 01/12 04/12 07/12 09/12 11/12 05/13 07/13
Literature
Experiment
Field trip
Proposal
Dissertation
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Investigation of Two Chinese Recycled Paper Mills in 2012
Roland Gong, Paul D. Fleming and Margaret K. Joyce
Department of Paper Engineering, Chemical Engineering and Imaging
Western Michigan University
Abstract
China has overcome insufficient raw materials and low industrialization, to
become the world largest paper and paperboard manufacturing country. In contrast,
U.S. has acted as the largest recycled paper source. Although the U.S. has a very
successful paper-recycling program, the recycled mills are likely in weak situations.
The progress of Chinese mills on recycled paper has given interests for the first
author to visit their mills. The purpose of field trip was to discover the recycled paper
utilization in Chinese paper mills and their successful experiences. Two typical mills
have been visited, one large newsprint mill and one small paperboard mill. Their
facilities, technologies and achievements have been investigated. A technical
comparison between their samples and those from U.S. mills were reported in another
paper. The basic facts of the Chinese pulp and paper industry are discussed, and the
related policies and regulations are also included.
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Introduction
In the past decade, the Chinese pulp and paper industry has achieved
tremendous development and became the world largest paper and paperboard
manufacturer. China tripled its annual paper and paperboard productivity from 30.5
million tons (metric, same in the following context) in 2000 to 92.7 million tons in
2010 [1]. China is the third largest country by land area (slightly bigger than the
USA), however, their natural resources are extremely low in terms of average per
capita. The current forest cover has been raised to 20.4% from 10% in 1949, which is
still far behind the world average of 31% [2] [3]. Since the strict forest protection
regulations have been implemented, it dramatically decreases its domestic fiber
supply. Their pulp and paper mills have been forced to rely on secondary and other
non-wood fiber sources. Indeed, the Chinese government encourages mills to import
recycled fiber from other countries, such as the USA. For example, nearly 40%
recycled fiber came from outside of China in 2010 [1]. China utilized 62.7% of
recycled fiber in all of paper products in 2010, which makes China the largest country
in recycled paper sorting and utilization. The secondary fiber will still count 64% by
2015 from China’s latest national Twelfth Five-Year Plan [4]. The details are found
in Table 7.
According to this plan, China will continuously increase its wood and
secondary pulp productivity and consumption, and reduce the overall non-wood pulp
consumption percentage. Imported secondary fiber is still important, although China
plans to promote its domestic paper recycling rate from the current 43.8% to 46.7%
by the end of 2015. All of major paper companies in China input significant
investments and efforts on recycled paper sorting, pulping and deinking, and not just
the new paper machines. Nearly all grades of paper products are seen using recycled
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paper. For instance, Nine Dragons, one of the largest Chinese paper companies, has
claimed that they can utilize 90-100% recycled fiber to produce publication grade
paper, with customer satisfactions, such as low weight coated paper.
Table 7: Chinese pulp and paper industry facts and forecast, 2010-2015.
China Pulp and Paper Industry Facts and Forecast
Unit: million Metric Tons
2010

2015 (forecast)

91.7

114.7

productivity

92.7

116.0

Annual pulp consumption

84.6

104.6

Annual paper and board
consumption
Annual paper and board

Chinese Annual Pulp Consumption
Unit: million Metric Tons
Raw

Pulp

Percent

18.6

22.0

7.1

8.4

11.5

13.6

66.3

53.1

62.7

Domestic

40.2

32.1

Import

26.2
3.9

Wood
Domestic

28.2

Import
Recycled

Non-wood

Raw

Pulp

Percent

25.4

24.3

10.8

10.3

14.6

14.0

83.7

66.9

64.0

38.0

53.6

42.9

41.0

20.9

24.7

30.1

24.1

23.0

13.0

15.3

34.2

12.2

11.7

37.7

The U.S. has a relatively successful paper-recycling program, compared with
China. Nearly 66.8% consumed paper products were recycled in 2011 according to
EPA [5]. This rate is much better than other consumable materials, such as metal
(35.1%), plastic (7.6%) and glass (27.1%). Figure 17 illustrates where recycled paper
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went in the U.S in 2011. The largest portion of these recycled papers, or 42%, is
exported. Actually, the U.S. remains the largest recycled paper provider to China,
having been so since the beginning. Waste and scrap exports is one of top 5 trade
categories between the U.S. and China in 2012, or $9.5 billion according to the US
Census Bureau [6]. U.S. pulp and paper mills employ around 37% recycled fiber in
all of paper products [7], which is far behind the rate of China, 63%.

Newsprint,	
  3.00%	
  

Net	
  Exports,	
  
42.00%	
  

Tissue,	
  8.00%	
  

Containerboard,	
  
30%	
  

Boxboard,	
  
11.00%	
  

Other,	
  5.00%	
  

Figure 17: Where the U.S. recovered paper goes, AF&PA 2011.
Three reasons may explain why U.S. mills don’t use recycled papers as much
as China. First, the major facilities of domestic mills are not designed to process
recycled paper. These mills lack of funds and/or interests to overhaul their facilities
for secondary fiber. Second, the U.S. has relatively higher forest inventory than China
has, or averagely forest cover of 33% [8]. The pulp mills have little pressure to seek
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secondary fiber. For example, many domestic newsprint mills still use virgin fiber,
e.g. Boise. Especially, the purchase cost of secondary fiber is not very attractive due
to the international market demands. Third, the concern of final paper quality is
another reason, which it is related to facilities too. It is said that the quality of paper
containing recycled fiber has hardly pleased the customers as virgin pulp does. The
challenges of U.S. recycled paper mills confronted are not easy to overcome. Hudson
made a statement that, “recycled mills have been put in a no-win position as they
strive to produce a clean, quality product, using poorer quality raw materials at a
higher cost [9].”
The recycled paper utilization gap between the U.S. and China pushed one of
us (RG) to visit some Chinese mills. In summer of 2012, the first author went to
China and visited two recycled paper mills. The author believed that the investigation
would help U.S. recycled mills to increase the confidence in recycled paper, and to
also seek a solution to alter the current situation. For business privacies, the two mills
are called as Mill A and B, respectively.
Methodology
The interests of this field trip include (but are not limited to) mill basic
information and facilities, recycled paper utilization and deinking, R&D activities,
scope. Others items, such as fund, subsidies, cost and environmental protection were
also studied. The investigations were completed through questionnaire forms, field
visiting and other published information (e.g. listed company annual reports and
government publications). A technical comparison has been completed between the
products from these mills and those of U.S. peers in another paper [10]. Some of
results are cited in this paper.
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Results and Discussion
Mill A - Newsprint
The newsprint market in China has not experienced shrinkage as the U.S. has.
For instance, the overall newspaper circulations increased 5.8% in 2011 compared to
the previous year [11]. Mill A belongs to one of largest newsprint manufacturers in
China, whose total newsprint paper production capacity is up to 1.2 million MT per
year. The mill has four lines of paper machines that were all built by Vioth Paper
including flotation deinking pulp facilities (DIP), and produces high quality
newsprints paper with 100% recycled paper. Four PMs were installed between 20012006, separately. One of PM is regarded as the most modern and largest in the world,
which has a wire width of 10.2 m and a designed speed of 2000 m/min, or 450,000
MT per year. It only needs eight tons of water to produce one ton of paper, which is
one of the best performances in the world. The pulping and deinking progress on
recycled ONP (Old Newsprint) is significant. According to their claims, the recycled
pulping yield was more than 85%. The overall ink elimination rate and stickies
removal rate has surpassed 90% and 96%, respectively. Meanwhile, the ISO
whiteness of ONP was raised to 65% from 60%. They can produce first class, color
printed newsprints with 100% deinked and bleached secondary fiber. The paper
quality is nearly the same as the U.S. virgin newspaper [10]. The progress is highly
related to the modern facilities and R&D investments. Its parent company had 720
engineers and technicians among all 9,316 employees in 2011. The parent company
also has and/or supports four advanced so-called research platforms including one
post-doctoral station and one national class laboratory. They provide technical
support to all of the subsidiaries, including pulp, paper, plantation and chemicals. The
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R&D activities involve virgin and recycled pulping, deinking, effluent treatment and
biofuel. They have invested 2 billion RMB (approx. $0.31 billion) on waste effluent
treatment. Purac (Sweden) is the main facilities provider. The generated sewage gas
and waste sludge are burned for electricity, which saves 580,000 MT Standard Coal
per year. The COD level of waste effluent reaches 60 mg/L after treatment so that it
can directly irrigate the nearby plantations.
Mill B – Paperboard
Paperboard is the largest section where recycled paper goes. Mill B is a small
mill with only three PM lines. The annual productivity capacity is 300,000 MT, The
paperboards are coated and uncoated and are made of nearly 100% recycled paper. Its
latest, domestic made PM line has been just completed in early 2012. It can produce
4-ply paperboard with a width of 3.6 m; and the designed speed is 400 m/min. The
annual capacity is approximately 150,000 MT. Kadant Black Clawson (KBC)
supplied the DIP facilities integrated flotation deinking and bleaching; which can
process 500 MT per day of SOP, ONP and other paper mixtures. The unit water
consumption is not as good as Mill A, which requests 30 MT water to produce a ton
paperboard. However, this water usage is still far less than its previous record, 150
MT. The mill had 1066 employees in 2012, which includes 16 full time R&D
engineers. The mill is very sensitive to the fiber cost so that it largely adds mineral
pigments into products, and seldom uses virgin pulp on its liners [10]. The mill
invested 50 million RMB (approx. US$ 7.7 million) on effluent treatment to meet
local regulations when the new PM was installed. Purac also provided the waste
effluent facilities. They claimed that 80% of wastewater is recycled. One of
interesting findings is that they turn sludge into a low-grade industrial paperboard,
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e.g. for hardware packaging or insert. This application has been found in some other
Chinese mills too.
Capital, Subsidy, Cost and Environment
Nearly three decades development on manufacturing is no doubt the main
driving force for the Chinese pulp and paper industry boom. The trend shows no sign
of ending in the near future. The major paper companies find it relatively easy to
acquire investments and loans during their earlier stages. For example, the local
governments intended to sell the underperformed, state-owned pulp and paper mills to
privatize companies or individuals in 1990’s, or as shareholders in the joint venture
companies. These companies likely obtained loans with a premium rate with
government endorsements. The prosperity of the Chinese stock market in the 2000’s
and infusion of foreign investors also provided hefty funds to some ambitious mills.
The parent company of Mill A has taken all of these advantages to expand the
business. Newsprint paper manufacturing is also protected for domestic companies
under China-WTO negotiations. In last decade, the real estate market prosperity
provided governments and investors another source to rescue the poor state-owned
mills, such as Mill B. The pulp and paper industry is encouraged to privatize, because
it does not belong to the key industries of China, such as petroleum and electricity.
Hence, these companies are not easy to obtain government subsidies the same as
these key industries. The subsidies of these mills obtained are commonly seen as
innovation support funds, tax return on exportations, imported facilities duty
deduction and exemption. The amount of subsidies is not significant. For example,
the net export is about 1% of all of Chinese paper products in 2010. In fact, the
Chinese currency appreciations did help China paper mills on fiber during last seven
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years. The low costs of recycled paper and labor are definitely the advantage for the
Chinese paper industry. The employee cost of the major listed paper companies only
account for 1.5-4% of total operation revenues, from their latest annual reports [12].
However, the labor cost is forced to rise due to high living cost and inflation. The
environmental criticism of paper companies has been escalated in recent years.
Specially, there are still many micro and/or outdated small paper mills that threaten
the local environments, especially the underground water systems. Although China
established strict environmental laws and regulations [13], their implementations and
enforcements have been deeply concerned by ordinary Chinese. Some of scandals
have been revealed in recent years, and caused projects to be suspended and revised
[14]. The environmental costs will be expensive in the future.
Conclusion
This paper discussed the brief of the Chinese pulp and paper industry, and the
difference between China and U.S. on recycled paper utilization. Two mills, which
are typical examples of China pulp and paper industry, have been visited in 2012.
Both mills nearly apply 100% recycled fiber to produce quality newspaper and
paperboard. Compared with US mills, their facilities and processes are modern and
efficient. Their R&D activities are strong. They still have sufficient room to expand
due to the high domestic demands and the closures of micro and outdated mills. Their
raw materials and labor cost are lower than those of US. The Chinese currency
appreciations have helped Chinese paper mills on fiber cost. These mills have
invested significantly on environmental protection to match the strict laws and
regulations. The labor cost and environmental output are expected to rise in the
future.
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Abstract
The US and China, the two major international players, have been frequently
compared in many areas (e.g. G2); in particular in pulp and paper publishing. In the
past decade, the development of US and China pulp and paper industry is well
known. The outsourcing of manufacturing jobs to China has significant impact on
both sides. While in the US, the pulp and paper industry also suffered from biased
environmental advocators and consumer behavior influences. Unfortunately, the
worry of the Chinese paper industry over capacity casts a dumping shadow on some
US struggling mills. Understanding the oversea competitors’ product quality and
knowing the differences are instrumental to domestic mills’ strategy making. In this
paper, two types of paper products from typical Chinese and US paper mills are
investigated in-depth within the Western Michigan University paper testing lab; they
are newsprint and coated paperboard, and are all containing recycled paper. The
Chinese newsprint mill intends to use low quality fiber and/or more recycled paper,
less fillers, and alkaline papermaking. It has the advantage on lightfastness, but weak
on paper opacity and bulk. US paperboard mills intend to apply high quality fiber and
less pigment. Its paperboard has high stiffness, but low tensile absorption energy.
Further, Chinese mills prefer to input additional binders to relieve the negative
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influence of low-grade fiber; the new facilities also help in this situation.
Introduction
The Chinese pulp and paper industry has achieved tremendous progress in the
past two decades. The Chinese economy reform and global manufacturing center
relocation mainly drive this progress. 431 new equipment installations were
completed in China in the last decade, compared with only 9 in the NA [1]. The
remarkable progress has reshaped China pulp and paper industry; large companies
dominate the China market. For example, the top 30 largest companies produce
nearly half the overall products (42.3%). Further, the companies, whose capacity is
over 1 million MT/year, accounted for 28.8% of the overall China market by 2011
[2]. The major Chinese market players have been commonly seen in US paper
journals and magazines, such as Sun Paper, Huatai, Nine Dragons, and Chenming.
Unlike US pulp and paper mills reducing their overcapacities, the China peers seem
to have no plan to slow down their expansions. For example, the Chinese government
supports integrated mills and plantations (poplar and eucalyptus), and promotes paper
mill renovations and constantly bans micro mills (under 50,000 MT/year). Regardless
of the fluctuating raw materials, raising labor cost and strict environmental policies,
some optimistic Chinese mills insisted that the investment would keep strong in the
next decade. Further, The Chinese paper industry continually increases the wood fiber
contents and reduces non-wood fiber (accounting for 5% totally, e.g. straw); which
leads paper quality improvement. These efforts have been confirmed in China’s latest
twelfth national Five-Years Plan (2011-2015) [2]. However, many US paper mills
had different views. They are concerned that China had same overcapacity issues, and
also negative China economy perspectives. Regardless of China’s net exporting of
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less than 2% of paper products, a few trade disputes on paper products between China
and the US have already covered a shadow for the future[3].
Meanwhile, it’s well known that Chinese paper mills heavily rely on recycled
fiber, especially imported scrap (accounting for 25% of China’ overall fiber source).
With a low forest coverage (195 M ha, or 20.4% in 2009) [4] and strict forest
conservation regulations, Chinese paper mills have no choice but to broadly use
secondary fiber. In 2010, recycled fiber accounts for 62.7% of overall paper fiber in
Chinese paper products[2]. In contrast, US mills only applied 37% recycled fiber into
their products in 2010 (latest data) [5]. The majority of recycled fiber applications are
mostly seen in paperboard, tissue, and some newsprint.
Considering the manufacturing facilities and experience gaps between the two
countries, or new and old mills, it’s interesting to explore their preferences and
differences in terms of products. Since it’s impossible to find two identical products
(e.g. same furnish) from both sides, this experiment used paperboard and newsprint
products that were acquired on field trips in 2012. Paperboard for packaging and
newsprint paper are studied and all paper samples contain recycled fiber. This
comparison experiment focuses on paper products’ optical and physical properties,
furnish (fiber analysis, filler and coating) and aging. Direct printability evaluations
are not presented.
Methodology
Two paperboard samples (one side coated) came from one 5-year old, medium
size mill (250,000 MT/year) in China. Two newsprint paper samples came from a
large-scale mill, less than 10-years old in China. The corresponding paperboard and
newsprint samples come from two US typical mills; both ages are over 25 years.
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These samples are named in this paper as CPB, CNP, UPB, UNP, respectively.
The main test standards are based on the TAPPI standards. All tests were
completed in the Western Michigan University testing laboratory. Optical properties
include paper brightness (directional), fluorescence, gloss, and opacity (R89). The
physical properties include basis weight, caliper, smoothness and porosity (Park Surf
Print, CP 1000 Pa, Soft backing), and caliper. Paperboard and paper strength includes
tensile strength, tensile energy absorption (TEA), stretch, Taber stiffness, and fiber
Zero span (on handsheet). Furnish and fiber analysis, such as fiber properties (length,
width, curl index and Kink index), ash content (525 °C), hot water extract pH and
electrical conductivity. Lightfastness is processed with a Sunset CPS exposure
chamber. The intensity applied is equal to 4.5 months daylight (June) in Florida [6].
CIE L*a*b* is measured with X-Rite i1 spectrophotometer. The CIE ∆E, or the color
variance between before exposure and after exposure, is used to characterize the
lightfastness.
Results and Discussion
Basis Weight, Furnish and Fiber analysis
The two CPB samples are one side coated (CaCO3) white paperboard, 4-ply
construction. Their basis weights are 250 and 350 GSM; the measured results are 241
and 341 GSM, respectively. The UPB sample is a 4-ply, pre-coated (clay) board (lack
of final coat). The basis weight is measured as 330 GSM, and the target value is
expected to be the same as the heavier CPB sample, 350 GSM. The multiple ply
construction allows mills to apply low-grade fiber on inner layers. High quality fiber,
or long fiber, is found on outer layers all of paperboards. The paperboard is reported
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to be all made from recycled fiber. For newsprint samples, two CNP samples have
basis weights of 45 and 48 GSM, and the UNP is 48 GSM. The percentages of
recycled fiber in all newsprint samples are unknown; but it was reported to contain
recycled fiber. Meanwhile, the recycled fibers (tinted) have been inspected and
verified under microscope, seen Figure 18.

Figure 18: Tinted recycle fibers are found in all samples (50X magnification).
To do the fiber analysis, all of samples were soaked for 24 hours and
disintegrated into pulp with minimum impact on fiber. The broken pulp is then
screened (slot opening 1/6000 inch) to remove large shive or bundled fiber. Part of
the fiber is collected and analyzed via a Fiber Quality Analyzer (OP Test). The rest is
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to make hand sheets (T205) through a handsheet mold machine for zero span testing.
The results from Fiber Analyzer are given in Table 8. The fiber quality of US samples
is better than Chinese ones, whether on fiber length or on width. Curl index (CI) is the
ratio of the true contour length divided the project length, and minus 1. Zero Curl
index refers no curl is presented. The lower CI values mean that most of fiber is
straight, which is commonly seen on shorter fiber [7], such as recycled fiber. These
indicate that US mills apply better quality fiber over China peers, or higher recycled
fiber grade. However, the zero span tensile values don’t correspond to this
assumption. The Chinese newsprint samples have the same values as US ones; the
Chinese paperboard samples even surpass the US ones. Similar results are also found
in tensile strength (see mechanical properties). Additional binders could explain the
phenomenon.
Table 8: Fiber quality assessment
Specimens

CNP

UNP

CPB

UPB

Fiber length (weighted, mm)

1.12

1.56

.94

1.68

Fiber width (mean, micron)

21.3

29.13

17.73

22.97

Curl index (Arithmetic)

0.10

0.05

0.09

0.09

Kink index (1/mm)

1.66

0.53

1.59

1.34

Zero span tensile (corrected, N/cm)

26.3

26.9

23.8

20.9

From the ash content in Table 9, UNP has higher filler than CNP papers. The
extra filler is to increase paper bulk and opacity, but weaken the tensile strength; see
paper mechanical and optical properties. However, CPB has almost double the ash
content of the UPB, or 40% vs. 21%. Even considering the final coating layer of
UPB, its overall ash content is still far less than its counterpart. UNP has a low pH
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value of 3.72, which indicates rich acidic ions, or an acid papermaking environment.
The new Chinese mill definitely prefers to make paper in alkaline environment that
extends products shelf life. The alkaline deinking process is also unveiled by the
higher pH values. Meanwhile, UNP has higher electrical conductivity than that of
CNP, which means high level of residual ion impurities in pulp. UPB conductivity is
also slightly higher than the one of CPB. The difference is reflected the aged
performance of mill facilities, high electrical conductivity is caused by weak washing
effectiveness [8].
Table 9: Samples ash content, pH and electrical conductivity of hot water extract.
Specimens

CNP

UNP

CPB

UPB

86

129.9

71.7

80.2

Paper hot extract pH

9.09

3.72

8.82

7.66

Ash contents (525 °C, %)

19.3

24.5

40

21

Paper hot extract conductivity
(mho)

Mechanical and Surface Properties
Paper mechanical properties are influenced by paper furnish and
manufacturing processes. For newsprint, paper bulk is an important index for good
readability; it also requires sufficient tensile strength through high-speed web printing
(common cold head offset). CNP samples have low bulk values. The bulk of 48 GSM
CNP only counts three fourths of that of UNP samples. The readers could feel
uncomfortable when they see through text on the backside. All three samples have
nearly the same tensile strength; however, the UNP has low tensile energy absorption
(TEA) regardless of its long fiber. The high percentage of filler and low stretch are is
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the main reason. The CNP newsprint samples have same paper smoothness as that of
UNP, but a low porosity because of low fillers content. The details are illustrated in
Table 10.
Table 10: Paper samples mechanical properties.
Specimens

CNP

CNP

UNP

CPB

CPB

UPB

45g

48g

48g

250g

350g

350g

Caliper (mm)

0.06

0.06

0.08

0.27

0.40

0.45

Bulk (cm3/g)

1.32

1.25

1.68

1.14

1.19

1.36

Tensile strength (MD,

2,630

2,670

2,630

13,300

15,300

15,800

28.5

25.5

19.5

236.3

289.4

192.7

2.2

1.2

2.8

14.7

45.9

16.7

1.77

1.60

1.36

2.72

2.84

1.98

-

-

-

78.5

73.3

201

3.6

3.8

3.6

244

202

548

N/m)
Tensile energy
absorption (MD, J/m2)
Tensile energy
absorption STD (J/m2)
Stretch (Elongation, %)
Taber stiffness (MD,
deflection 15°)
Smoothness (PPS,
microns)
Porosity (PPS, ml/min)

Tensile energy absorption (TEA) provides more details on the paper
“toughness;” along with tensile strength, are also the major indices for packaging
paperboard. CPB has the same tensile strength as the one of UPB. Again, UPB has
much lower TEA and stretch than those of CPB, even lower than those of light CPB
250g. The high TEA and stretch values in CNP and CPB indicate additional binders
are inputted to offset short fiber influences. The new facilities and process could be
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another reason. Meanwhile, UPB stiffness is almost three times higher than CPB, or
210 vs. 73.3. Nearly 40% filler and coating pigments, and short fiber in CPB
definitely make it hard to make a quality box. Especially, the basis weight increase
from 250 GSM to 350 GSM has no impact on the stiffness increments.
Optical Properties and Lightfastness
The comparison in this segment focuses on newsprint, because the unfinished
UPB product only has one precoated clay layer; see Table 11.
Table 11: Paper samples’ optical properties and lightfastness.
Specimens

CNP

CNP

UNP

CPB

CPB

UPB

45g

48g

48g

250g

350g

350g

Paper brightness

55.7

56.8

55.7

82.3

80.4

-

Fluorescence

1.6

1.0

0

1.3

1.4

-

Paper Gloss (MD,

11.6

11.4

11.3

34.0

51.2

-

9.8

9.9

9.6

32.5

51.7

-

Paper opacity

90.2

90.2

92.3

-

-

-

CIE L* (D50, 2°)

79.5

80.0

79.8

90.6

90.6

89.6

CIE a* (D50, 2°)

1.0

1.7

1.5

2.3

2.0

-0.4

CIE b* (D50, 2°)

1.5

0.6

4.1

-2.4

-1.8

0

Lightfastness (∆E)

10.7

12.6

21.9

0.9

1.7

0.7

75°)
Paper Gloss (CD,
75°)

All newsprint sample paper brightness values are close, however, UNP sample
shows a yellowish tint, or a higher CIE b* value. The ∆E of lightfastness indicates
UNP suffer much severely than its counterparts. In addition, UNP sample has high
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paper opacity, bulk and fiber length. These parameters indicate that UNP mainly
applies virgin pulp, because of the presence of large amount of lignin. The
lightfastness test has little impact for paperboard samples due to the pigment coatings.
All newsprint samples have the same gloss. There is no fluorescent agent found in all
newsprint and paperboard samples.
Conclusion
This study concentrates on paper quality comparisons between products
containing recycled fiber from typical Chinese and US mills. Chinese mills appear to
use low quality fiber that is found in fiber length, width and zero span tensile. The
fact is that China lacks virgin fiber, and is very sensitive to the fluctuating fiber
market. The Chinese newsprint samples have low bulk and low filler contents,
compared with US ones. In contrast, the Chinese mill applies more mineral pigments
in paperboard products than the US one. Hence, their paperboard has weak stiffness.
All Chinese samples have high tensile absorption energy and stretch, but the same
tensile strength. Chinese mills prefer to input additional polymers or binders to offset
the weak fiber. The new mills facilities show advantages at least on washing
efficiency and tensile strength. It was also found that some US newsprint mills still
employ acid papermaking and a high ratio of virgin pulp.
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Abstract
The INGEDE methods have drawn much attention in the deinking field in
recent years. However, many domestic researchers and engineers might confront
some inconveniences and/or problems when applying these methods. Some of these
matters are associated with the instruments that are not widely used in the US, such as
a vacuum dryer. The others have found less effectiveness compared to the TAPPI
standards; such as making filter pads for optical properties tests. In this paper, a
deinking experiment, which combines TAPPI test standards and the INGEDE
evaluation methods, was performed. Since INGEDE didn’t release the differences
between paper sheet (1.2g OD) and pad (4.0g OD) evaluations; both were prepared
for each run to discover their correlations. Furthermore, INGEDE method 11p
recommends a Hobart mixer to break the waste paper (repulping). However, the
Hobart mixer does not have a temperature control unit, whereas temperature is a wellknown paper repulping factor. Its construction is quite different with the pulpers
applied in the paper industry. A micro-Maelstrom laboratory pulper is introduced in
this experiment, which is believed to offset the Hobart weakness. This experiment
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reveals the performance differences between these two pulpers by using modified
INGEDE methods [1]. A brief review of INGEDE methods is also provided.
Introduction
Paper recycling is directly connected with the printing industry. The major
challenge of paper recycling is to remove ink from fiber. Water based flexography
and inkjet prints are two typical inks that are hard to be removed via flotation
deinking [2]. Thus, print methods and ink formulae are major concerns for deinking
processes. How to evaluate the deinking effectiveness has become a popular topic
within the paper and print industries. INGEDE (International Association of the
Deinking Industry) methods have drawn much attention in recent years by providing
an assessment system (deinkability score) that promotes eco-friendly print products.
This protocol has also been adopted by the European Recycled Paper Council in 2008
[3]. To many domestic printers and print machine manufacturers, this assessment
system applies many different instruments and standards that are quite different from
their current ones, such as the pulper, the way to make a handsheet and pad, and
drying methods. For example, the way of making a hand pad according to INGEDE
Method 2 (via Buchner funnel, similar to T218) is impractical in many US
laboratories. The pad surfaces are found so coarse without using a Rapid-Kothen
vacuum dryer that causes unpredictable errors on optical measurements. It is also
found as a time consuming process and might cause fiber to be unevenly distributed
[4]. TAPPI T272 standard is a good alternative to replace it. Furthermore, TAPPI and
ISO standards do not exactly match each other in many aspects, e.g. paper basis
weight for reflectance measurements (ISO 9416 vs. TAPPI T567). Other
inconveniences to adoption of INGEDE methods are also found in many user
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experiments [1].
INGEDE method 11p recommends a Hobart N50 mixer to break the waste
paper as a pulper. The Hobart mixer has many drawbacks. For example, it does not
have a temperature control unit, whereas temperature is well known paper pulping
factor [5]. Its construction is quite different from the pulpers applied in the paper
industry, e.g. an impeller vs. a turbine. We have replaced it with a KitchenAid Pro 5,
which has similar performance indeed [1]. A micro-Maelstrom (Formax) laboratory
pulper is also introduced in this experiment, which has many benefits to mimic the
industry pulping process. The specifications of two pulpers are illustrated in Table 12
and Figure 19.
Table 12: Comparison between Hobart mixer and Micro-Maelstrom laboratory
pulper.
Hobart

Micro-Maelstrom

Container type

Bowl, smooth wall

Cylinder, one buffer

Thermal control

No

Yes

High efficiency impeller

4-blade disk turbine

Blade rotary speed

10 fixed levels

0-1000 rpm

Container volume

5L

2.5 L

Blade type

Since INGEDE didn’t release the differences between handsheets (1.2g, oven
dried or OD) and pads (4.0g, OD) measurements, it’ll be interesting to discover their
correlations, especially on ink elimination rate (IE).
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Figure 19: Hobart (KitchenAid) and micro-Maelstrom pulper applied in this study.
Methodology
Two batches of dry toner printed office paper wastes (Hammermill IP, 20 Lbs,
brightness 92%) were pulped via two pulpers separately, named as M1 and H1, M2
and H2. These two batches of wastes have different ash content ratios which are
23.6% and 18.0%, respectively; according to TAPPI T211 standard (500 °C).
All of waste samples have been aged 72 hours at 60 °C, according to INGEDE
Method 11p. The pulping chemicals include sodium hydroxide (0.6% of OD waste,
the same as others), sodium silicate (1.8%), hydrogen peroxide (0.7%), and oleic acid
(0.8%). Three pre-screen tests have been performed to determine the repulping rejects
and Maelstrom settings (Table 13). Both reject rates are less than 1%. All of the
flotation processes were completed via a Voith laboratory floatation cell at a fixed
rate. Each sample was floated 30 minutes to obtain better deinking results.
Hand sheets (1.2g OD) and pads (4g OD) are prepared with hand sheet
machines according to T272 standard. A total of eight sheets and two pads have been
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prepared for each pulping trial, including both deinked (DP) and un-deinked (UP).
Unprinted paper (unpr) of second batch was also prepared the same way with
deinking chemicals and flotation. All of the sheets and pads have the same diameter
of 159.0 mm.
Table 13: The settings of applied pulpers in this study.
Hobart

Micro-Maelstrom

Paper load (OD):

200g

120g

Pulping consistency

15%

9%

Level 1, 2 minute

100-200 rpm, 5 minutes

Level 2, 20 minutes

650-700 rpm, 10 minutes

22 minutes

15 minutes

45/25 °C

45/45 °C

Initial pulping speed/time
Normal pulping speed/time
Total pulping times
Temperature
(beginning/end)

The brightness of these samples was measured via a Technidyne BrightiMeter
Micro S-5 (T458, C/2° light source, 457nm). Luminosity (Y, 557nm), CIE a* and b*
were also taken with this instrument based on T524 (45/0). Besides, an X-rite Eyeone
was applied to measure Y, a*, b* values at D65/2° conditions. All of optical properties
were measured on the smooth (plate) side. To obtain the filtrate darkening values, a
pad was prepared with a Buchner funnel according to T218. Whatman G41 filter
paper (intermediate pore) and cellulose nitrate membrane filters (pore size, 0.45 µm)
were applied. Filtrate darkening was measured for the membrane filters using
luminosity (Y) with the X-rite Eyeone at D65/2°.
An Epson Perfection V750 Pro scanner and Verity IA Light and Dark Dirt
v3.4 software (IGT) are applied to measure the visible dirt area. The minimum speck
area settings are defined as 0.02 (T563) and 007 mm2, respectively. Each side of all
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available sheets and pads are scanned at 600 dpi. The other dirt analysis settings are:
shape (12.57-300, 12.57 is perfect circle); luminance (0-190); and threshold is the
background mode minus 30.
Reflectance measurements (R∞, R0) for effective residual ink concentration
(ERIC) of hand sheets (T567, 950 nm) are completed with a JAZ spectrometer
(Ocean Optics), which uses a tungsten light at 45° view angle. The pad samples’
reflectance values (R∞) are taken at 700 nm as INGEDE Method 2.
The deinkability score category uses the Stationary (Y > 75.0) as target
reference.
Results and Discussion
Instruments operation
The KitchenAid is very similar to the Hobart N50, a kitchen mixer (see Figure
19). It has a wide-open container and a large contact area impeller. It is proved as a
powerful pulper to breakdown paper at 15% consistency. However, the pulp
temperature is hard to maintain. Generally, the pulp temperature decreased to room
temperature (20-25 °C) from 45 °C at the end, even with a cover top over the
container. The lack of temperature control leads to uncertain consequences, especially
for temperature sensitive chemicals. The Micro-maelstrom pulper has a thermal
control unit, which can prevent this uncertainty. Its turbine-driven mechanism is
similar to large industrial pulpers. It also has a variable speed, which provides higher
flexibility than the KitchenAid. The model in our lab has a lower container volume;
so it requires reduced total mass and pulping consistency 9%, compared with 15% the
KitchenAid. This reduces the pulping time at least 25% to obtain the same pulping
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results.
Optical properties comparison
The optical properties in Figure 20, including brightness (T452), luminosity
(Y), CIE a* and b*, are almost identical at C/2° condition between the two pulpers,
whether on sheets or pads. Similar results were obtained under the D65/2° condition,
which is not illustrated in this paper. Meanwhile, the optical properties of sheets and
pads within the same pulping method have high Pearson correlation. For example, Y
has high negative correlation with a* (-0.95), and it also has high positive correlation
with b* (0.96). Y is also highly correlated with brightness (0.98). Hence, the
preparation for pads is not necessary.
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Figure 20: Deinked sheets and pads optical properties comparisons (C/2).
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The reason for using a 420nm cut filter for optical properties in INGEDE
methods is not clear, such as DIN 6174 (Y), ISO 5631 (CIE L*a*b*) and 9416 (Light
absorption and scattering coefficients). For instance, luminosity (Y) is detected at a
wavelength of 557 nm (green), however, optical brightening agents (OBA) only
contributes at blue region [6]. Apparently, OBA are not destroyed during this alkaline
deinking (pH 10) and bleaching (hydrogen peroxide) combination, compared to the
second batch original paper CIE b* (-5.98). This is also verified by fluorescent
compensation tests between original papers, deinked printed and unprinted
handsheets. The neglect of OBA (or using cut filter) is not necessary, and could
mislead the deinking performance predication.
According to ERPC deinkability score, CIE a* has a threshold between -3 to
2, and a target of -2 to 1. This item counts 25% of overall deinkability score. All of
deinked samples are beyond the top limit, or a deinking failure. However, the CIE a*
of the original second batch paper (2.66), and its unprinted hand sheets (2.71) and
pads (2.49), all surpass this threshold. The results from D65/2° conditions are found
generally less than 2, but still over 1.5 (poor value). Hence, a favorable deinkability
score is impossible to obtain in this study, since the unprinted handsheets would be
regarded as poorly “deinked”, when there was no ink to begin with! The CIE a*
threshold range is not properly designed under this scenario. Further, the differences
of a* between deinked and undeinked samples are negligible, which means a* does
not change. Luminosity is detected in the green region, which is overlapped with a*
(red-green). Hence, using a* as a major deinkability index is questionable. Instead, b*
is a good index, which is highly associated with paper brightness and whiteness [7], a
key paper property.
The performances of filtrate darkening ΔY (represents white water darkening)
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of two pulpers are nearly identical. According to the deinkability score, the target for
all kinds deinking categories is 6 and counts 10% of overall score. All of samples ΔY
are less than 1, which indicates the same performance. However, the small
differences also indicate that is a weak comparison.
Visible dirt area count
The minimum scan area of T563, equivalent black area (EBA) and count of
visible dirt in pulp, paper and paperboard by imaging analysis, is 0.02 mm2 which is
between two dirt particle measurements of INGEDE (.002 mm2 for A50; .05 mm2 for
A250). All of them have the same scanning resolution of 600 dpi whose single pixel
size is about 0.00179 mm2 (square area). The software applied in this experiment,
Verity IA Light and Dark Dirt v3.4, uses 4 pixels to describe the smallest round
particle, because most of smaller ink specks are close to round. Hence, its smallest
scan area is about 0.007 mm2 at 600 dpi scanning resolution. We don’t believe the
INGEDE A50 area is properly obtained under this resolution. Single pixel (area
0.00179 mm2) is hard to detect an area with Ø50 µm equivalent to 0.00196 mm2; and
the results are not reliable [8].
The absolute values of dirt count on deinked and undeinked sheets and pads of
each sample are greatly varied. The Hobart pulper has slightly better performance
than Maelstrom’s on the first batch; Maelstrom beats the Hobart’s on the second
batch; whether for 0.02 or 0.007 mm2. The absolute values of dirt counts on sheets
and pads had a high correlation of 0.99 on both batches. Measuring sheets and pads
give the same evaluation results.
The large differences on absolute dirt counts are due to the insufficient
detecting area. T563 recommends minimum area of 4000 cm2 (roughly 10 sheets
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from T272), and better measurement result on 10 m2 (roughly 250 sheets from T272).
However, we found that ink eliminations in EBA (named IEEBA) have better
performance as a comparison index following the Equation 1. EBAUP and EBADP
refer to the EBA value obtained from undeinked and deinked samples, respectively.
The results are seen in Table 14.
IE% =

EBAUP − EBADP
×100%
EBAUP

Equation 1

The comparable values match the predictions from optical measurements and
visual evaluations. To make large amounts of hand sheets in laboratory is not
practical; converting absolute EBA values to ink elimination could be a good
alternative. It is also possible to eliminate the complex calibration procedure in T563.
Customized dirt analysis also becomes available because not the absolute dirt amount,
but the ratio (IE) is important. Especially, higher resolution scanning is easy to access
nowadays, which allows analysis of subvisible ink specks. It’s believed that will
provide better IE evaluation exponentially.
Table 14: Ink elimination on visible dirt (ink) area (min. area of 0.007 mm2).
Sheet EBA

Pad EBA

Sheet IEEBA

Pad IEEBA

DP/UP, ppm

DP/UP, ppm

M1

640/7300

450/7100

91.3%

93.6%

H1

340/4600

270/4400

92.5%

94.0%

M2

830/14400

670/14000

94.3%

95.3%

H2

440/14300

280/13400

96.9%

97.9%
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Ink elimination and effective ink residual concentration (ERIC)
INGEDE recommends both IE700 (700 nm) and IEERIC (950 nm, T567) to
detect ink elimination via reflectance methods [9]; which indicates the identical (or
similar) results. Other than the above direct visible dirt count, a reflectance method is
found to have advantages to evaluate sub-visible dirt comprehensively [10]. Only ink,
rather than lignin and dye, absorb most of the light between 950-1100 nm. The use of
700 nm is not clear and it is not recommended [10]. The ERIC, scattering coefficients
and IE from these two methods are illustrated in Table 15.
Table 15: ERIC, scattering coefficient (S) and ink elimination.
Sheet S m2/kg

Sheet ERIC ppm

Sheet IEERIC
unpr

Pad IE700

DP

UP

unpr

DP

UP

unpr

unpr*

unpr*

unpr

M1

48200

95000

-

33200

36700

-

49.3%

-

33.6%

-

H1

44000

76100

-

33200

38800

-

42.2%

-

26.8%

-

M2

68800

140800

64800

25300

31700

27000

51.1%

94.8%

31.7%

50.3%

H2

63200

158000

64800

27400

31800

27000

60.0%

102%

46.1%

67.0%

*: No unprinted samples are applied in IE calculations.

Since the optical properties are close, the IE is expected to be close too. The
calculated ERIC and scattering coefficients do not match the anticipated values from
their appearances, compared with results in Table 14. They seem too large for many
researchers [11]. The ERIC value for unprinted sample is 64,800 ppm, which is a
meaningless value indeed. These unusual values are likely related to the instrument
applied. However, ERIC is a relative value [12] rather than an absolute one so that is
still able to process the data into ink elimination. In Table 15, IEERIC is very low when
the unprinted samples are not considered. The IEERIC rates are comparable with IEEBA
of Table 3 when unprinted samples are applied, although there are still differences.
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We cannot process the same comparisons on the first batch, due to lack of unprinted
samples. At least, we found it’s an advantage to use unprinted samples rather than
neglect them. A similar conclusion can also be drawn from pads IE, or IE700 in Table .
Except for the instrument influences, Korkko has discussed other reasons for IE700
large variations. They found both the assumption of constant scattering coefficient
and fillers (e.g. CaCO3) influence the pads IE evaluation [13]. The ERIC method is
quick, but also controversial in many cases, such as poor results when have close R∞
and R0 values, low reproducibility of the some samples, and lost position consistency
when measuring both sides [11]. The interpretations of ERIC are not uniform among
all users [14]. The results obtained from this experiment are a good example to
demonstrate the complexity of ERIC. It’s hard to draw a conclusion.
Conclusion
This experiment is another effort to repeat INGEDE deinking methods in the
US. A new pulper, micro-Maelstrom with thermal control unit is introduced and
compared with Hobart mixer. Except the advantage of temperature control, this
pulper has high pulping efficiency to obtain the same optical properties. The ink
elimination performances of two pulpers are comparable on dirt area analysis. The IE
evaluation via reflectance is not successful. The reason is not clear now, because of
the complexity of ERIC evaluation.
Brightness (T458) and luminosity (Y) have very high positive Pearson
correlations. Using a 420 nm cut edge filter is believed unnecessary because OBA is
not functional in the green region (557 nm). All of CIE a* are out of range so that the
deinkability score cannot be applied in this study. A modification of CIE a* range is
expected. As a major deinking index, a* is not ideal. CIE b* is recommended to study
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because it is highly associated with paper brightness and whiteness. The overall
evaluations from sheets and pads are similar, except the IE on reflectance (IE700).
However, the IE700 is found to have poor performance due to the lack of scattering
coefficient. Hence, handsheets can replace pads during deinking experiments. A
minimum of 10 handsheets are recommended for dirt count, or EBA (T563). IEERIC is
recommended rather than IE700 because ink dominates light absorption between 9501100 nm. Increasing scanning resolution and converting dirt count into IEArea to obtain
simple and reliable evaluations are discussed.
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Application of Wet Image Analysis on Recycled Paper Ink Elimination Evaluation
Roland Gong, Paul D. Fleming III; Western Michigan University, Kalamazoo, MI
Roy Rosenberger; Verity IA LLC
Abstract
This paper introduces a new image analysis approach to determine ink
elimination using scanning high-resolution scanning image acquisition combined with
innovation specimen preparation. Saturating white fiber in handsheets with water
turns fiber translucent [1]; hence, the trapped ink specks become visible through the
entire thickness of the handsheet. Thus, it is possible to obtain extra and accurate
speck information with the same image analysis settings. Two-side scanning also
becomes unnecessary with proper set-up. Furthermore, the increased scanning
resolution and rewetting not only detect smaller specks, but also eliminate the
negative effect from the uneven surface, such as holes and even wrinkles. The result
has positive relation with handsheet optical properties. More importantly, with a
concept of ink elimination rate, it provides a reliable deinking predication compared
with the limitations of the ERIC method.
Introduction
The deinkability of print products, as an important knot of the paper-recycling
loop, has become an issue for printers and consumers. Although digital print products
count only 10% in overall recycled paper, their controversial deinking performance
has already become a hot topic. Dry toner based electrophotography has been
approved as having good deinkability currently; on the other hand, water based inkjet
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and liquid electrophotographic toner are still not good enough [2]. It is no doubt that
this will impact customer behavior in selecting digital printed products. Deinking is
more than removing ink; other contaminants also need to be eliminated, such as
stickies [3]. The ultimate goal of deinking is to maximize contaminant removal and
minimize the reject rate of fibrous material [4]. Two types of approaches are applied
to evaluate ink elimination. The first approach applies image analysis, which directly
counts dirt area manually or digitally, such as TAPPI T437 and T563. It basically
counts total visible dirt whose size is over 0.02 mm2. The second approach is an
indirect method which applies the Kubelka-Munk equation [5] to determine Effective
Residual Ink Concentration (ERIC), such as TAPPI T567 and ISO 9416. There is no
apparent correlation between the two methods, because ERIC method also detects
subvisible “dirt”, while current TAPPI image analyses focus on macro specks. The
indirect method has been broadly discussed since the beginning[6]; its application has
also increased because of the quick and convenient measurement. However, its
accuracy is intensively argued [7] [8] [9], so that image analysis methods are still
preferred by a number of researchers.
Table 16 illustrates a brief comparison between current image analysis
methods and ERIC methods. Manual dirt count is not convenient; a digital apparatus
is employed to increase the speed and accuracy, such as a scanner or digital camera.
T563 is the only standard using a digital scanner to calculate the specks on deinked
paper and paperboard. It indeed calculates the equivalent black area (EBA), and has a
unit of parts per million (ppm). The calibration procedure of T563 is extremely
important, and also complex for daily application. Further, the unevenness of dry
paper surface gives significant negative impact in defining specks via image analysis.
Increasing scanning resolution cannot alter the situation but generates even worst
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errors. Hence, the common scanning resolution is 600 dpi, whose single pixel area is
0.00179 mm2. Since dirt shape is close to round, a minimum 4 pixels is required to
define the dirt, or 0.0072 mm2. Considering the paper surface influence, this method
hardly detects the subvisible specks (< 0.02 mm2) properly. However, these
subvisible specks more significantly impact paper optical properties than their
appearance.
Table 16: A comparison of between current evaluation methods.
Items

Dry Image Analysis

ERIC

Representative

TAPPI T437, T563

TAPPI T567, ISO 9416

Apparatus

Scanner, manual

Colorimeter

Resolution

Standard

N/A

Detection

Direct

Indirect

Calibration

Yes

Yes

Double sides

Yes

Yes

Handsheet impact

Moderate, severe

Moderate, severe

Contaminant identity

Yes

No

Ink elimination rate

No

Yes

Test area

Large

Moderate

Overall accuracy

Poor, limited

Moderate, limited

An interesting phenomenon is that saturating white fiber in handsheet with
water turns fiber translucent [1]. Thus, it is possible to obtain extra and accurate speck
information with the same image analysis settings. Two-sided scanning also becomes
unnecessary with proper set-up. Furthermore, the increased scanning resolution not
only detects smaller specks, but also eliminates the negative effect from an uneven
surface, such as holes and even wrinkles. More importantly, with a concept of ink
elimination rate, it provides a reliable deinking predication compared with the
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limitations of the ERIC methods.
Methodology and DOE
Toner printed office paper waste (Hammermill IP, 20lbs, brightness 92%, ash
content 18%) was applied as general office waste. The deinking procedure applies
INGEDE method 11p for comparison purpose. The flotation was completed via a
Voith laboratory floatation cell at a fixed rate. Each sample was floated 20 minutes to
obtain target deinking results.
Four factors paper condition, basis weight, resolution and minimum ink
specks area were observed for their influence during this approach, see Table 17. All
handsheets were made with a handsheet machine followed by T272 (for optical
properties). 10 handsheets were prepared for each basis weight, representing deinked
pulp (DP), undeinked pulp (UP) and unprinted pulp (unpr), respectively. A total of 90
handsheets were prepared.
Table 17: Experimental design for wet image analysis.
Factor

Scale

Paper condition

Dry, wet

Basis weight

45, 52, 63 ± 1.5 GSM, OD

Scanning resolution

600 and 1200 dpi

Min. specks area

0.01, 0.02, and 0.04 mm2

The brightness of these samples was measured via a Technidyne BrightiMeter
Micro S-5 (T458, C/2° light source, 457nm). Luminosity (Y, 557nm), CIE a* and b*
were also taken with this instrument based on T524 (45/0). Besides, an X-rite Eyeone
was applied to measure Y, a*, b* values at D65/2° conditions. All optical properties
were measured on the smooth (plate) side. To obtain the filtrate darkening values, a
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pad was prepared with a Buchner funnel according to T218. Whatman G41 filter
paper (intermediate pore) and cellulose nitrate membrane filters (pore size, 0.45 µm)
were applied. Filtrate darkening was measured the membrane filters using luminosity
(Y) with the X-rite Eyeone at D65/2°. Handsheet thickness and opacity are also
measured following corresponding TAPPI standards.
An Epson Perfection V750 Pro scanner and Verity IA Light and Dark Dirt
v3.4 software (IGT) were applied to measure the visible dirt area. The area of interest
(AOI) for image analysis was a 10cm diameter circle in sheet center. The analyzed
area was kept consistent between 600 and 1200 dpi. Only ink specks were calculated
and converted to EBA (ppm). Both sides of dry handsheets were measured and their
speck values were summed. Rewet samples were taken on the non-smooth side, due
to more dirt accumulated there. The obtained values on each handsheet were then
averaged.
Results and Discussion
Optical properties
The selection of handsheet basis weight considered fiber translucent
performance and the ERIC test (opacity <95% at 950nm). The basis weight difference
has no impact on most major handsheet optical properties, such as Luminosity (see
Figure 21), CIE L*a*b*, brightness; including both DP, UP and unpr sheets (those
values are not listed here). Further, all of DP and unpr handsheets optical properties
were almost identical, which indicates a virtually perfect deinking process. ΔY of
filtrate darkening is much better than the target value (ΔY = 6 [10]), which also
confirms this good deinking result. The only influence was found on paper opacity,
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which is already predicted; see Figure 22. However, all of those sheets were
satisfactory for ERIC test requirements (opacity <95% at 950nm). This offers the
flexibility to optimize handsheet basis weight for evaluation by image analysis.
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Figure 21: Paper basis weight has no influence on handsheets paper luminosity.
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Figure 22: Paper basis weight influences handsheets paper opacity.
Image analysis factors for handsheet ink evaluation
From Minitab analysis, paper condition, basis weight, resolution and
minimum ink specks area, all four factors significantly influence sheet EBA
performance within better than a 99.9% confidence limit (ANNOVA table seen in
Appendix A). In Figure 23, paper condition (dry or wet) and minimum ink specks
area are the major factors among the four. The ppm values obtained in wet conditions
are less than those in dry conditions. Since the wet handsheets are translucent with
high contrast, missing dirt is less possible. Dirt count for dry sheet conditions is over
estimated. The extra values are believed to be coming from noise of uneven paper
surface and repeatable dirt counting from both sides. This phenomenon prevents
increasing the analysis accuracy via increasing scanning resolution under dry
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conditions. Figure 24 illustrates how wet conditions increase ink speck contrast on
the same handsheet with the same scanning resolution. The ink specks on wet sheets
are clear, and the total volume is higher than dry sheet even by naked eyes.
The minimum ink speck area impact on ppm values is easily understood. A
small dirt area yields higher ppm values than a large one; which is positively related
to paper optical properties.
High scanning resolution gets smaller speck areas than a low one. For
example, a speck has 2.4965 mm2 area from 600 dpi; while it becomes 2.4759 mm2
when using 1200 dpi. Although high scanning resolution reduces analysis speed and
scanning speed (the influence is not significant in modern instruments); it increases
the final value accuracy. This phenomenon is also found on undeinked handsheets,
see Figure 25.
Handsheet basis weight has influence on EBA values too; however, it isn’t
consistent between DP and UP handsheets. Comparing these three basis weights, the
ppm values of 52 GSM are less variable, whether in DP or UP.
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Main Effects Plot for EBA of DP Sheets
Fitted Means
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Figure 23: Major factors for ink speck area- deinked (DP) handsheets.

Figure 24: Comparison on same handsheet in dry and wet condition, 600 dpi.
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Main Effects Plot for EBA of UP Sheets
Fitted Means
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Figure 25: Major factors for ink speck area - undeinked (UP) handsheets.
Unprinted sheets were prepared for IE via ERIC measurement, which can
reduce the error coming from fiber; see Equation 1. However, they are not favored for
deinking evaluation via image analysis. The main problem comes from the image
analysis software whose threshold uses the most frequent gray value (by mode) in a
sheet. Those gray values are above threshold and are considered as ink specks, the
rest are fiber. The thresholds from unprinted sheets are meaningless to other DP and
UP sheets; hence, they cannot be applied to refine calculation results. For example,
parts of EBA values obtained from 600 dpi unprinted sheets are larger than those
from 1200 dpi, which is in contrast to the above analysis.
IE% =

ERICUP − ERICDP
×100%
ERICUP − ERICunpr

Equation 1
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How dry and wet condition impact EBA
The correlation coefficients of dry and wet sheets are 0.938 for DP sheets and
0.964 for UP sheets. This means that the two conditions are providing consistent
information. To further discover the influence from paper conditions, the wet sheets
EBA values are normalized with the corresponding dry sheets, see Figure 26. The
bold arrow line divides the plot into two main sections, representing 600 and 1200 dpi
scanning resolution. The thin lines further divide each section into three parts,
referring to three handsheet basis weight settings (45, 52 and 63 GSM, left to right).
Within each part, three dots represent three minimum speck area settings (0.01, 0.02,
0.04 mm2, left to right).

Figure 26: Wet sheets EBA values are normalized with those of dry sheets.
Comparing DP handsheet normalized values, the EBA values of wet sheets
are much smaller than their dry counterparts. The difference on 0.04 mm2 minimum
speck area is most significant; whose values are as low as 0.3. It indicates that large
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minimum speck area suffers lower accuracy than small minimum speck area. At
minimum speck area of 0.01 mm2, the normalized values increase above 0.6.
Decreasing minimum speck area (the low threshold should be convincible under
current technology) helps image analysis accuracy, even on dry handsheets.
The normalized values of UP sheets have no apparent relations to the same of
DP sheets. First, the normalized values for UP sheets are generally higher than for DP
ones; or the EBA difference between dry and wet sheet are lower. A minimum speck
area of 0.04 mm2 still has lower values than the other two settings, which indicates
low accuracy. However, the speck area setting of 0.02 and 0.01 mm2, their EBA
values are almost identical at 600 dpi resolution. This is against the previous
conclusion that wet EBA values are lower than the dry ones. It becomes normal when
using 1200 dpi resolution. Hence, using 1200 dpi scanning resolution has advantages
for wet sheet analysis. However, a UP sheet has much more ink specks than a DP
sheet, part of the specks could be covered by those above them, which cause EBA
miscalculation on dry UP sheets. How this problem impacts final readings is
unknown. In this experiment, this problem is considered as a minor factor and
neglected.
Ink elimination rate via image analysis
Recycled mills intend to use EBA, or ppm, to monitor the deinking process.
However, how much ink is totally removed is not clear even though the test is robust.
The IE rate is given in Equation 1 which applies the ERIC evaluation method.
Similarly, another IE rate via image analysis is given in Equation 2.
IE% =

EBAUP − EBADP
×100%
EBAUP

Equation 2
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Carrying the corresponding values into Equation 2; the IE rates are illustrated
in Figure 27 (plot is divided as same as Figure 26). Generally, the IE rates from wet
sheets are slightly higher than the dry ones, about 1% for the same setting. In wet
sheet analysis, the influence of minimum speck area setting is clear. The small
analysis area slightly decreases the IE rate, however, it is convincible. Sheet basis
weight also slightly impact the IE rate, high basis weight having high values. The
scanning resolution has no apparent impact on this item. In dry sheet analysis, it is
hard to draw similar conclusions as wet sheets because of the EBA error, or low
consistency. IE rate from dry sheet is not reliable.

Figure 27: Ink elimination rate (EBA) via wet image analysis.
Considering the previous conclusion, the IE rate obtained from wet sheets
with 52 GSM, using 1200 dpi scanning resolution and 0.01 mm2 minimum speck
area, is the most accurate value; or 98.1%. This IE rate is well matching with the
optical properties. The EBA value from the ERIC method and image analysis
methods do not compare, but the IE rate difference from both methods is available.
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The average IE of ERIC on 52 GSM sheets is 90% (dry sheet), which is less than IE
of image analysis (98.1%). Considering the handsheet optical properties, the IE via
image analysis is apparently close to the appearance. Meanwhile, the ERIC values
from this experiment are once again meaningless [8]. For example, the average EBA
values from 52 GSM unpr handsheets are over 50000 ppm; which is far larger than its
appearance. Hence, the ERIC method is not reliable in this experiment.
Conclusion
This paper introduced a new deinking evaluation via wet image analysis. The
related factors are discussed too. Rewetting paper samples turns fibers translucent,
which increases ink speck contrast. This improvement helps to identify residual ink
from fiber, and has an advantage increasing accuracy. Increasing scanning resolution
(1200 dpi) and using smaller minimum speck area (0.01 mm2) can increase analysis
accuracy too. Handsheet basis weight also influences sample EBA values, 52 GSM
handsheets are found to have the least influence.
Ink elimination rate via image analysis is introduced and discussed. This item
offers a useful value to monitor the deinking process from the beginning. The IE rate
obtained from wet image analysis is found well correlated with sample optical
properties. This experiment once again found the weakness of ERIC methods.
This new image analysis method should be further studied. It overcomes the
shortage of current industrial standards (based on dry sheets); such as eliminating the
influence from sheet textures. It also removes the complex calibration “and” testing
procedure. Its factors are not discussed well due to the paper limitations, such as the
details of how paper basis weight impacts results. In next steps, the EBA values
combining with paper weight is interesting.
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Deinking Evaluation Using Near Infrared Narrow Band Digital Image Analysis
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Abstract
The current deinking evaluation methods include image analysis (including
manual and digital counting) and optical reflectance (using the Kubelka-Munk
Equation). The mechanism of image analysis is simple in that dark ink (mostly black)
is isolated from the light background (fiber), and then captured visually or by digital
devices. The image analysis methods have limits on their applications (e.g. cannot
analyze newspaper) and ink speck size (only visible specks). Meanwhile, these
methods have poor correlation with paper optical properties, and have large variances
from sample to sample, side to side, etc. In this paper, an innovative approach, which
employs a band of near infrared light and a digital imaging device, was applied to
address these limitations. This approach has advantages for isolating specks from
background and obtaining high quality raw data. This system also significantly
reduces the variances among the handsheets and their sides. By using the ink
elimination equation based on image analysis, reliable ink elimination rates were
obtained, and were also well correlated with paper optical properties. This system was
also applied to newspaper deinking evaluation and shows positive results.
Introduction
Deinking is a key process in recovering high quality secondary fibers.
Deinking evaluation refers to how much ink is removed during deinking. The
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common test methods used in deinking evaluation include image analysis (e.g. TAPPI
T437, T563, T568 and ISO 5350-4) and optical reflectance (e.g. TAPPI T567, ISO
9416). Deinking filtrate darkening (compared with tap water) is employed as one
processing indicator. The main image analysis methods used with digital imaging
apparatuses (scanner or camera) to acquire residual ink information from paper
samples, while the ink is considered black, or equivalent black. The residual ink is
also called dirt, or ink specks. These images obtained via digital devices are further
analyzed using software to obtain comparable data, such as Equivalent Black Area
(EBA), average speck area, number of specks and speck distribution. These methods
mainly concentrate on macro specks, or speck area size ≥ 0.02 mm2 (or 0.01 mm2 in
some practices). TAPPI Method T568 claims that it detects sub-visible specks, or the
area size between 5.0X10-5 to 2X10-2 mm2. However, it is hard to convince users that
it can isolate the sub-visible ink specks from the relatively rough paper surfaces,
which is the ultimate determiner of the detectable limit of speck size. Furthermore,
image analysis methods only record specks exposed on the surface. When preparing
handsheets using TAPPI T400, for example, there are significant numbers of specks,
completely or partially trapped under the surface. Recycled newsprint suffers from
this phenomenon more than other products, because of its high bulk (or thickness)
and lignin chromophores. Furthermore, the deink data from image analysis methods
have weak correlations with paper optical properties, because of the lack of subvisible inks. Large EBA variances are found between paper samples regardless of the
similarity in appearance. In addition, the data obtained from both sides of the same
handsheet sample are also quite different. The uneven paper surface and poor contrast
between specks and fiber are the major barriers. These drawbacks have been
challenged by optical reflectance methods (e.g. TAPPI T567, ISO 9416) [1] [2].
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To eliminates the influence from lignin chromophores and paper tints (e.g.
blue, green), TAPPI T567 uses near infrared light (NIR, 950 nm) to determine the
Effective Residual Ink Concentration (ERIC) [3]. In preparation for this study, other
wavelengths were examined and this statement is also valid at wavelengths as low as
800 nm. In addition, the NIR light between 830 and 850 nm exhibits a sharp and
stable reflectance on pure black and three-color (cyan, magenta, yellow) black inks.
This means that a sharp contrast between speck and fiber is acquired. Specifically, the
NIR light has extended depth visibility, which can detect those trapped ink specks, or
even the ones on the other side of sheet. The image sensor of a digital camera is
sensitive to the light between 830-850 nm so that it is able to detect the ink specks. In
this experiment, a commercial digital single-lens reflex (DSLR) was retrofitted to
receive NIR light. Laser printed office paper and offset printed newspaper were
studied, using the deinking methods described in INGEDE method 11p (no deinking
score). The current evaluation methods (TAPPI T563 and T567) and paper optical
properties were used as references. An ink elimination rate based on image analysis
[2] was also studied in comparison with the corresponding rate from ERIC.
Methodology
Sample Preparation
Two types of paper were studied. One is monochrome laser printed office
paper (Hammermill IP), the other is offset printed virgin newsprint paper (Boise).
These samples were deinked according to INGEDE method 11p in the Western
Michigan University Pulping laboratory. Three types of handsheet were made, which
were deinked (DP), undeinked (UP) and unprinted (unpr). The basis weight of
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handsheet impacts the deinking evaluation based on scanned image [2]. However, the
purpose of multiple basis weights in this experiment was to discover the NIR
visibility. Hence, three basis weight handsheets were prepared for each type of
handsheets; such as 45, 50 and 60 g/m2 (or GSM) for office paper; and 40, 45, 50
GSM for newsprint. The sample names was defined by pulp type and basis weight in
this paper, such as DP45 refers to a handsheet made of deinked pulp with 45 GSM
basis weight. Ten sheets were made for each type of sheets (DP, UP, unpr) and each
basis weight, or 180 handsheets in total. To eliminate the uneven sheet edges, all of
handsheets were trimmed by a punch.
Image Acquisitions
A Canon T3i DSLR was employed based on cost, accessibility, operation and
image quality. The camera had the hot filter (or IR block filter) removed in front of its
image sensor (CMOS, 3456 × 5184 pixels), producing a full spectrum camera. An
840 (± 10) nm bandpass filter from Edmund Optics was mounted on a Canon 40mm
prime lens. Four incandescent lights were projected on samples to obtain even and
sufficient intensity. A tripod was applied. All of paper samples were taken from both
sides at the same light condition, aperture and shutter speed. The image files had not
been compressed, with a resolution of approximately 770 dpi. An Epson Perfection
V750 Pro scanner was applied to scan both sides of each handsheet at 600 and 1200
dpi. All images were taken in color mode.
Measurements
The paper brightness of these samples was measured using a Technidyne
BrightiMeter Micro S-5 (T458, C/2° light source, 457nm). Luminosity (Y, 557nm);
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CIE L*a*b* were also obtained at the same time. The thickness, caliper and opacity
of handsheets were measured with Technidyne instruments following the TAPPI
standards. Verity IA Light and Dark Dirt v3.4 software (IGT) was applied to analyze
image files coming from scanner and camera. The area of interest (AOI) of each sheet
is an 11 cm diameter circle, at the sheet center. The software processing parameters,
such as minimum speck area, were defined in considering its capability and accuracy
for three groups of image files acquired from scanner (600 and 1200 dpi) and camera
(NIR). The parameters remained the same within each group, whether DP or UP
handsheets. Those handsheets made of unprinted pulp were not calculated for EBA,
because they did not influence the DP and UP analysis [4].
Results and Discussion
Optical properties
The paper brightness, luminosity and CIE L*a*b* (not illustrated here) of
each type of handsheets are identical, regardless of the basis weight, in Figure 28. For
office paper, the optical properties of DP sheets were close to those of unpr ones,
which indicated successful deinking. The brightness gaps between DP and UP sheets
were relatively small (around 4 percent). Thus, the overall ink coverage on UP is low.
In contrast, the newsprint optical properties on DP and UP were slightly different,
whose values were significantly below those of unpr sheets. Thus, the deinking failed,
which was believed to be due to aged printed samples (over a year old).
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Figure 28: Paper brightness and luminosity for the different pulp and basis weights
used in this study.
Within the office paper samples, the DP and unpr sheets had almost identical
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paper opacity on all three basis weight samples; see Figure 29. The contribution from
ink was only seen on the opacity of 50UP sheets, but was still limited. It confirms the
above statements of a successful deinking and low ink coverage on UP sheets. For
newsprint, ink contributed significantly on paper opacity when compare with DP, UP
and unpr handsheets. The opacities of DP and UP sheets are almost identical in
considering with thickness. Extensive residual ink still remained in DP sheets.
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Figure 29: TAPPI paper opacity and thickness for the different pulp and basis weights
used in this study.
NIR Imaging mechanism, Visibility and Advantages
The current deinking evaluation methods via image analysis are constrained
because of low contrast between fiber and ink specks, paper surface unevenness, and
ink trapping. According to Jordan’s statement [3], the dark ink specks are sensitive to
NIR light, and become dark spots on the imaging sensor. The fiber, including other
light color inks, reflect all NIR light so that they form an even background (imagine a
pure white and even background reflecting all visible light). Hence, it eliminates the
uneven paper surface influences because of non-homogenous fiber. Meanwhile, the
obtained high contrast between the dark ink and fiber increases the speck visibility
and analysis capability. However, the NIR light reflected from the samples could not
reach the image sensor directly in this experiment. The commercial digital cameras
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have RGB micro-filters on the image sensor in order to describe the visible light.
How these filters respond to NIR light is not clear at that moment. After comparing
the individual channels, the images from the blue micro-filter acted as close as we
expected; such as sharp ink specks and even light background. The images of office
paper had clear dark ink specks out of uniform light background; see Figure 30.

(A)

(B)
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(C)

Figure 30: 100% cropped images acquired from scanner (Left, 600 dpi) and NIR
camera (Right). A) 45g office paper DP F-side (close to plate); B) 50g
office paper UP B-side (close to blotter); C) 40g Newsprint DP B-side.
The NIR images of newsprint were not as well defined as office paper. The
fiber texture is still visible, however, much less than those from visible light. The 840
nm light may not completely eliminate the lignin chromophore influence. The blue
micro-filter performance may be another reason.
The NIR imaging method has an advantage in analysis speed. For example,
the camera can take a picture in less than 1/30 second; the scanner needs about 3-5
seconds for an image of 600 dpi, and 10-20 seconds for a 1200 dpi one. Further, the
camera has potential to integrate with other devices, e.g. automatic imaging
instruments.
Equivalent Black Area (EBA) Analysis Comparisons
Both sides of handsheets were analyzed. The front side (F, smooth side) of
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handsheet in this experiment refers the side attaching with the plate. The opposite side
is called the back side (B, rough side), closer to blotter. From the optical properties,
both sides of the same handsheet had identical brightness, the DP and UP sheets of
office paper had small gaps (4 percent). In Figure (A, B, C), however, the ink specks
obtained from scanned images were apparently different on both sides, whether on
DP or UP. Generally, the F-sides had low EBA values compared with those from Bsides. The significant variances were also found that were related to individual sheets
and resolutions. The EBA values from images scanned with 1200 dpi were larger than
those from the images scanned at 600 dpi. Combining ink speck data from both sides
of handsheets also showed large variances (not illustrated in this paper, see Appendix
B). In contrast, the ink specks from NIR images were uniform on each side or
combined, and on each sheet. Their EBA values were relatively lower than those
from the scanner. In other words, the data from NIR image analysis had good
correlation with paper appearances (e.g. consistency). It provided the possibility for
one side measurement that we are interested in pursing further. Meanwhile, the office
paper data from NIR image analysis remains consistent regardless of the different
basis weights. It also means that it has sufficient visibility up at 60 GSM.
The newsprint deinking cannot be evaluated through current image analysis
methods. The NIR imaging method showed the potential that it could detect ink from
fiber; also see Figure 30. In Figure 31 (D), NIR images presented good data
consistency, especial on 40 and 45 GSM handsheets. The EBA values were lower
than estimated ones, because optical data already indicated poor deinking. It was
believed that the current NIR camera setup was not able to handle this type of sheet.
However, we believe that the NIR method could be used to evaluate newsprint
samples in the future, after overcoming the current limitations (e.g. image sensor,
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bandpass filter and light sources).
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Figure 31: Deinking evaluation - Equivalent Black Area (EBA). The images acquired
from scanner at 600dpi and 1200dpi, and NIR camera on same sample, are
calculated their EBA by each side.
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Ink Elimination (IE) Rate via Image Analysis
We previously developed an ink elimination rate equitation based on image
analysis in Equation 1 [4]. EBAUP and EBADP are the equivalent black area vales, in
ppm. The IE difference between ERIC and image analysis is that it does not need the
unprinted samples. Each sample is analyzed individually based on itself. There is no
need for unprinted samples to minimize the errors as ERIC does.

IE% =

EBAUP − EBADP
×100%
EBAUP

Equation 1

Ten EBA values of office paper from the same type and basis weight were
averaged, and then carried into Equation 1. At the same time, the IE rates were also
calculated based on single side and combined both sides, which was to discover the
side influence, in Figure 32. The data from NIR obtained constant IE rates for both
scenarios. The large IE variance of the images from scanner was found, which were
consistent with the previous EBA analysis. The IE rates from NIR were higher that
those from the scanner too. Considering the conclusion from optical properties, such
as closed appearance between DP and unpr, and low ink coverage on UP, the IE rates
from NIR were accurate. The IE of newsprint was not discussed here due to poor
results from EBA analysis. The IE rates from the ERIC method had huge variances so
that they could not be used as references either. For example, the ERIC IE rates from
office paper were 42% (45g), 93% (50g) and 66% (60g), respectively. They were not
correlated with appearance and not reliable.
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Figure 32: Ink elimination rate via image analysis for office paper used in this
experiment.
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Conclusion
This work develops a new deinking evaluation method based on NIR image
analysis to overcome the problem of current image analysis based methods. Laser
printed office paper and newsprint paper were used in these deinking trials.
Compared with current evaluation methods, the results from NIR imaging method
confirmed that NIR imaging has advantages on data acquisition, consistency, and
reliability; especially on office paper. This new method also has also presented its
advantages on operation convenience, analysis speed and future applications.
Although the evaluation for newsprint was not successful due to the deinking failure,
it did give positive response for future improvements. Regardless of the many
instrument set-up limitations, the authors believe that it could be developed into a
competitive evaluation standard in the near future.
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Appendix A
ANNOVA Table for Article IV
General Linear Model: PPM-DP versus Condition, Resolution, GSM, Area
Factor
Condition
Resolution
GSM
Area

Type
fixed
fixed
fixed
fixed

Levels
2
2
3
3

Values
Dry, Wet
600, 1200
45, 52, 63
0.01, 0.02, 0.04

Analysis of Variance for PPM-DP, using Adjusted SS for Tests
Source
Condition
Resolution
GSM
Area
Error
Total

DF
1
1
2
2
29
35

S = 61.8667

Seq SS
1990668
119385
164913
2422045
110997
4808007

Adj SS
1990668
119385
164913
2422045
110997

R-Sq = 97.69%

Adj MS
1990668
119385
82456
1211022
3827

F
520.10
31.19
21.54
316.40

P
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

R-Sq(adj) = 97.21%

Unusual Observations for PPM-DP
Obs
4
13

PPM-DP
1592.96
1210.75

Fit
1480.90
1365.72

SE Fit
27.28
27.28

Residual
112.06
-154.97

St Resid
2.02 R
-2.79 R

R denotes an observation with a large standardized residual.

General Linear Model: PPM-UP versus Condition, Resolution, GSM, Area
Factor
Condition
Resolution
GSM
Area

Type
fixed
fixed
fixed
fixed

Levels
2
2
3
3

Values
Dry, Wet
600, 1200
45, 52, 63
0.01, 0.02, 0.04

Analysis of Variance for PPM-UP, using Adjusted SS for Tests
Source
Condition
Resolution
GSM
Area
Error
Total
S = 2290.60

DF
1
1
2
2
29
35

Seq SS
366467533
163755743
238631790
4627827684
152158691
5548841440
R-Sq = 97.26%

Adj SS
366467533
163755743
238631790
4627827684
152158691

Adj MS
366467533
163755743
119315895
2313913842
5246851

R-Sq(adj) = 96.69%

F
69.85
31.21
22.74
441.01

P
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
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Unusual Observations for PPM-UP
Obs
12

PPM-UP
28590.0

Fit
24130.7

SE Fit
1010.1

Residual
4459.4

St Resid
2.17 R

R denotes an observation with a large standardized residual.
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Appendix B
Deinking evaluation – Combined equivalent black area
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